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CHAPTER I
II:TRODUCTION
In recent years much of the research in the field of
commercial education has centered around three questions:
Typewriting, Shorthand, Bookkeeping.

At the present time

curricula are being revised and other subjects in the
commercial field are being added.

A danger lies in the fact

that we may crowd into the commercial curricula, as separate
subjects, many that are closely related and could be
correlated into one, thus avoiding wasteful repetitions.
Much is being said at the present time about closer
correlation of shorthand and typewriting, business
correspondence and typewriting.

Other educators are urging

a closer correlation of business correspondence and office
training.
Purpose of the Study
It is the purpose of this thesis to show the need for
the correlation of these subjects because they are so
closely related.

It may also bring about an awakening of

commercial educators to the many things a typewriting teacher
must teach and that the other subjects are but repetitions
to a large degree of what the student has already been taught
in typewriting.
Some people seem to have the idea that anyone can teach
typewriting-, and that typewriting teachers need not do any
teaching except teach the mechanics of the typewriter and
skill for speed and accuracy.

•-•
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1;() study has been made of
a closer correlation of all
four of these subjects. The
typewriting teachers supervise
the transcription of the sho
rthand notes, teach the business
forms used in the office, inc
luding the various letter forms
used in any business letter wri
ting course of study.
In order to find whether or
not there is a need for
these subjects to be correlate
d more closely, information
concerning the aims and conten
t of the courses which are
offered, the standards of achiev
ement which are set up and
obtained, the methods used by tea
chers in presenting the
subject matter, as well as the
results of the outstanding
experiments in the field, are
necessary. An outline of some
of the most recently revised
courses are given in this
thesis.
Scope of the Investigation
This stuty includes high sch
ools of all the Southern
states, which offer these sub
jects in their procram of
studies and the courses of
study of all states having one
in the field of commercial edu
cation.
Sources of Data and Methods
of Procedure
Information for this study was
secured from (1)personal
interview; (2) questionnair
es; (3) textbooks used; (4)
magazines, journals; (5) the
courses of study offered by
the states, especially tho
se which have recently revised the
cora:lercial curricula;
(6) texts on the teaching
of these
subjects.
The program of E,tudy
offered by the states sho
ws the

•
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courses of study, the year in which the various subjects are
effered, the amount of time given to each subject, and the
lershth of the class periods.

In addition to the information

from taese bulletins a questionnaire was prepared concerning
methods of teachin ,- these subjects and sent to three hundred
tepchers of all the Southern states, one hundred replied.
The limitations of the Questionnaire method are understood,
and as a check upon the information given in the returned
questionnaires, the textbooks in use in the various schools
were reviewed to detersiine the methods used in presenting
the subject matter of these courses.

. *4

Teachers were asked

to give their opinion in regard to the way the subjects

-

were being taught and how they should be taught.

This was

done because many good teachers are prevented from securing
the best results because of the, handicap under which they
have to labor.
.e

. Interviews were held with two hundred teachers from
nearly every state in the Union who are outstanding in their
field of work.

Magazine articles furnished some of the best

information on the present trends toward the correlation of
these subjects.

These articles were written by some of the

outstanding teachers and supervisors in the field of commerce.
"As affecting the field of commercial education the
followinr facts may be considered:
1. "The demand for clerical efficiency has developed
with great rapidity within the past few decades,
especially in comsiercial fields and those fields
on the borderline between secretarial and business
activities.

2. "Within recent
years the relatively
simple
organization of co
way to a very comrmmercial activities has given
the character of lex form of organization (note
business organization
in the
large department
store and the large
wholesale
house;.
3. "Commercial co
m:et
even to the extent etion has developed tremendously,
of ramified internat
ional
competition.
4. "In recent year
s less and less opor
tuni
been offered for
learning the business ty has
anc:
apprenticeship has
tended to disappear.
5. "Greater sub-di
vision of labor and
increa
specialization has
permeated the busine sed
ss field.
6. "In constantly
incr
women have engage easing proportions, girls and
d in commercial activi
ties.
7. "Home and commun
ity life have tended
to afford
less and less oppo
rtunity for commerci
al training.
8. "Compulsory
school-a
laws have postpone ttendance laws and child labor
d the age at which
children may
enter commercial
life.
9. "The school ha
s take
of business and th n the boys and girls out
us prevented them fr
om securing
even that amount
of early commercial
training which
participation in bu
si
emphasize the value ness might afford. These facts
instruction in cler and necessity for adequate
in the secondary sc ical alvi commercial subjects
hool." -

I. D. Weeks',
Commer
Schools," Belletia cial Course of Study for Secondary
o. 10, Department of
South Dakota, 19j;
Public Instruction,
3.p. 14.
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"The aims of commercial education in the Secondary
• 4„

school must be the development of strict, direct, and
specific vocational abilities in the related activities of
life in so far as they may be developed in the school."2
"The general objectives of commercial education are:
1.

To establish an appreciation of business.

2.

To promote the ideal of service to society as well
as the attainment of personal gain.

3.

To discover and encourage the development of such
qualities of resourcefulness and ability to bear
responsibility, as will make them leaders in the
communities in which they live.

4.

To encourage the development of the spirit of
cooperation between the school and business in
order that each ma ,- work to the greatest good
of the student and thus to society in general,

5.

To equip the student with a marketable skill
which will make for economic independence.

E.

To prepare for more technical business training
in institutions of higher learning.

Commercial education like any other phase of education
has a responsibility in preparins for life in a democracy
and for successful living."
"Business education) in which more than a million
students are enrolled, is not only one of the most rapidly
growing phases of the entire educational program, but it is
one of the major responsibilities of secondary and higher
institutions.
"The necessity for developing more appropriate and
effective programs of education for and about business is
emphasized by the changing economic conditions in the
United States."'
rs-

ia.: p.
Ibis., is. lb.

4

Chas. N. Sharer, "The Teaching of Commercial Subjects in
Texas Isigh Schools, . Bslletin c.."2,7, Vol. Vil, Ijo. 8
State Department cf Educaticss, Austin, August., 1932.
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"Current economic and business problems of the
individual, the home, local communities, and the Nation
are occupying roles of increased importance. The trend
toward upgreding the req,uirements for entrance into, and
success in office and sales poeitions, together with the
decrease in real wages in the clerical occupations, eaphasizes
the significance of designing improved business training
progreme in the secondary schools. The increased
responsibilities of leadership in our Nation's business,
challenging the collegiate schools of business, the
bureaus of business research, and the leaders in business,
place additional obligation on hghep institutions training
men and wo:en for business careers."'
"The number enrolled in business courses exceeds the
noster in any field of vocational training chiefly because
of the multitude of opportunities in business and because
of the mobility within business occupations. Increasingly
large numbers of young men are turning to organized
training programs rether than to apprenticeship. Furthermore,
one of the greatest social Changes in history is indicated
by the increased enrollments of young women in business
courses. The breakdown of the earlier prejudices against
women in office and store occupations, the introduction
of modern office equipment and methods, the increased
desire fcr economic independence, and social phases of
business posiqons have been the chief factors in the
latter trend."'
"Data compiled during the biennium reveal that in the
past six years the increase in' enrollments in the field
amounted to 6ce per cent in the private schools and 72 per
cent in the public secondary schools. There was an incsease
of more than 300 per cent in the colleges and universities
during the past ten years.
"Ohe of the major developments of secondary education has
been the exceedingly rapid growth of commercial education.
Approximately 20 per cent of all the secondary school
pupils are now enrolled in the commercial curricula; in
many states the percentage exceeds 30, and in many cities
the percentage is epproximately 50.
"The commercial courses accredited by the State Department
of Education in Texas now number 1013 half-units, including
advertising, advanced bookkeeping, commercial arithmetic,
commercial geography, commercial law, occupations, office
practice, salesmanship, and ty-,Thewriting; 589 full units,
tbid., p. S
- • •
6 ibie.,
p. 10

ing, and
including bookkeeping, junior business train
d of 14
perio
a
over
units
stenography; a total of 1095i
and
nized
recog
first
years since Texas secondary schools
cula.
curri
provided for comwercial courses in the
that the trend
"The foregoing data substantiate the belief
cants over
appli
of business is that of favoring trained
that if we
er,
furth
untrained applicants for positiona l and
our
reach the masses, we most reach farther down
and lack of
educational scale to those whose experience
workers and
maturity bar thew from the class of trained
ambition, and
protect them against misdirected enerL;y,
great economic waste.
essential to an
philosophy of commerial education is
class room
efficient coordination of administration and
effectiveness
um
maxim
have
instruction in a given state. To
of the
needs
the
that philosophy should be based upon
ing such
build
in
task
communities of that state. The first
rcial
comme
ding
a state of philosophy is that of provi
preferably
teachers and administrators wi-th the data or understanding
an
with the procedure to abtain data basic to
is believed
of the function of commercial education. It non-vocational
and
that the careful adjustment of vocational
particular city or
business education to the needs of the
occupAtional
state is a desired social, economic, and
"(
contribution to the welfare of the community.
reveals
"A careful survey of educational literature
ver educational
at least ten methods that can be used to disco
various
objectives. Different authors refer to the
3
techniques in their own terminology.

Nevertheless, the

methods can be listed briefly as follows:
(1) Activity analysis approach
(2) Job analysis approach
(3) Frontier thinkers' approach
(4) Child experience approach
(5) Adult needs approach
(0 Social statistics approach
(7) Educational shortage approach
(8) Social values approach
(9) ;4edian practice approach
/18
(10) Best present practice approach.
7

in the United
J. C. :Ialott, "Biennial Survey of Education Department of
States," Office of Education, United States
Interior, Washington, D. C.
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This discussion is based on one assumption.
duty of the school is to teach all pupils to

The first

i better the

desirable and worthy things they are likely to do anyway,
and the second duty is to organize the content so that it
is of wximum value to the extent to which the pupils pursue
it.

Let it be understood that this study is not an attempt

to deal with the general objectives of the commercial
curricula.
Althouh there are many definitions of commercial
education) the term as used here implies that education and
trainircj designed to provide an understanding of the
relationship in and to prepare for the performance of
activities in business.

The vocational aspect implies

very definitely that there are two major groups of factors:
Those which center around the pupil) and those around the
job.
It is essential for us to define commercial education
as the adjustment of pupils varyiDg in
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Abstract intelligence
Social intelligence
Specific abilities
Personality traits and attitudes
Interests and ambitions
Background
Age
Sex
Ability
Desire to remain in school

To different sieuations pertaining to
1.

Office and store occupations

8 Bulletin No.
$07) State Department of EducatioL l Texas

9
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
C.
2.

Initial and promotional opportunities
Stenographic
Bookkeeping
Clerical
hetail selling
Persoaal requirements

Skills
a.
b.

Typewriting
Personal accounts
(1) Factors pertaining to income
(2) Expenditures
(3) Savings and investments

The objectives laust be pupil-centered and atated in
terms of pupil situations.

It is impossible to emphasize

too strangly that the procedure for determining and weighing
the objectives of commercial education in any community
is that of analyzing important factors of adjustment.
Fortunately much of the pioneering in the basic studies
has been done.
"Perhaps we can appreciate the significance of the
proposed procedure if we pause a moment over the factors
that have controlled commercial education in the past.
a very large extent they are:
1. "The typewriter companies, desiring to sell
equipment and estabLish new speed records, have
helped to sell the idea of clerical training
programa and have contributed much toward
improvement of technique in the teaching of
typerritiag but in so doing have emzhasized
as the chief objective high speed and
accuracy in transcrtiona
2. "The publishers who sought to promote and
sell particular textbooks emphasizing the
objectives of authors, wha in moat CEE.41
had very little basiness experience or
educational research to their credit butt
at the same tir.e helped to promote the
idea of secondary commercial educettos.

To
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3. "Outstanding personalities in general education,
commerci31 and in the opinions of others in
the absence of research data regardin needs.
4. "The earlier type of commercial teacher that
came chiefly from the private business schools
and ordinarily had little if any professional
training and could not develop various
objectives and background courses in business
education.
0. "The lack of adequate commercial teacher
trainin_ curricula to supply annually the
desired number of well-trained teachers and
to provide advanced methods courses for
experienced teachers.
6. "The lack of experimental schools in commercial
education.
7. "Lack of interest in commercial education
on the part of outstanding psychologists,
educational philosophers, and administrators.
8. "Failure to realize the significance of
commercial education since 20 per cent of
the secondary pupils are enrolled in these
curricula
9.

The earlier concept that commercial education
was static instead of a dynamic and ever
ahanginr problerA of adjustment.

10. "The lack of adecuate supervisory programs,
hence the slowness in refining objectives and
developing appropriate curricula serving the
pupils and business men in accprdance with
the terminal community needs."

°

No. 307, Vol. VIII, State DepartL:ent of
iklucation Texas, p. 12.

Teachers have
found that studen
ts having the ha
rdest
time cowpletinL
their shorthand
dictation, have
their
greatest diffic
ulty in senten
ce structure, sp
elling, and
punctuation. Th
ey are usually
seniors when they
reach
the advanced sh
orthand. Teache
rs of typewritin
g,
shorthand, busi
ness correspond
ence and office tr
aining
suggest that mo
re emphasis shou
ld be placed upon
spelling,
punctuation and
sentence struct
ure in the grad
es and first
three years in
high school. It
is impossible to
do in
one year what
should have been
done these earl
ier years
of the pupils'
training.
Teachers of ty
pewriting, shor
thand, office tr
aining
and business co
rrespondence ar
e suggesting that
the
shorthand dict
ation should be
transcribed unde
r office
conditions and
in an office at
mosphere. They
claim
that everything
the shorthand
teacher dictates
is contained
in business co
rrespondence an
d office traini
ng and that
these subjects
are all one an
d a part of each
other.
They certainl
y can not be se
parated from type
writing.
Typewriting, sh
orthand, busine
ss correspondence
and
office training
are offered in
many small scho
ols where
only one comm
ercial teacher
is employed. In
conversation
with 200 teac
hers of these su
bjects, it was
found that
they are begi
nning to questi
on the advisabi
lity of teaching
them as separa
te subjects.
Teachers who te
ach all four
of these subj
ects complain th
at there is to
o much

11
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overlapping and that they are only rehashing what the
student has already learned in the typewriting classes.
These teachers suggest that practically every legal or
business form and every kind of letter set-up is given
in the typing manuals and must L;e taught by the typing
teacher.

In typewriting the student learns to cut

stencils and operate the mimeograph, as well as other
duplicating machines and many other types of machines
which are also taught in office training.

Table I gives a
surnmr-xy of schools
already c ombining
one or more comm
ercial subjects, toge
ther with the te
acher
of the subject.

32

TART F. I

saious ALREADY C 01
TE.ACBEE CF SUBJEC 0INING C!;-E OR MORE', C01.7.CIAL SUBJ
ECTS,
TS, AND PER CENT a'
TEACHERS TEACHING
TIM
SUBJECTS

Subject

Schools

RSh. & B. C.

50

*Sh. & 0. T.

Teacher

Per Cent

2/n

Sh.

16

W

Sh.

16 2/3

Typ. & 0. T.

62

Typ.

20 2/3

Typ. & is. C.

10

Typ.

3 1/3

Typ., 0. T.
& B. C.

12

Typ.

L

8

Eng.

2 2/3

72

Typ.
&
,,,,.,
c.,- , •

Think Should
Not Combine
No Combination
E
,
kat Think There
Should Be

24
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CHAP= II
THE STUDY OF TYPEWR
ITING
The first subjec
t considered in th
is thesis is
typewriting. Al
l high schools of
fering commerci
al work
include typewrit
ing in their prog
ram of studies.
Typewriting seem
s to be the most
popular of the co
mmercial
subjects. Some
of the larger ci
ties and high scho
ols have
had to place a li
mit on the number
of students allowe
d to
take typewriting,
while others have placed it
in only
certain years.
A high per cent
of the schools of
fer
typewriting the
eleventh and twel
fth years only, bu
t few
schools offer it
in the Junior hi
gh school. One re
ason
this has been do
ne was to avoid co
ngestion. It wa
s found
to be impossible
to fUrnish equipm
ent to take care
of all
who wish to ta
ke typewriting. Ei
ght and one-third
per cent
start typewritin
g the Freshman ye
ar, thirty-three
and onethird per cent
start typewriting
the Sophomore ye
ar,
fifty-eight and
one-third pet. ce
nt start typewrit
ing the
Junior and Seni
or years.
Table II gives
the number and pe
r cent of school
s
starting typewr
iting in each of
the High School
years aS
reported by 300
teachers.

71K1,010PMIPPAPO
PPIAIM

PIPYrWerWrirVt'
""".
.'
1

'
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15

TABLE II
THE NIT!.BER AN
D PER CENT
IN EACH OF TH OF 300 SCHOOLS STARTING TYPEWR
E FOUR HIGH SCHO
ITII:G
OL YEARS

Freshman
Number of
Schools
Per Cent
of Schools

25

Sophomore

100

8 1/3

33 1/3

Junior

163
54 1/3

Senior

12
3 2/3

,
ellain.deeN=M•1

•0101/10

"Since 20 per
cent of all st
udents enrolled
in the
secondary scho
ols are now en
rolled In the co
mmercial
department, an
d inasmuch as
practically all
enrolled in
the commercial
department take
typewriting, an
effort
was made to
find out the
reasoias that ha
ve been given
for
taking typewr
iting. Table
III gives the pe
r cent of
students taki
ng typewritin
g for each of va
rious reasons
as given by 30
0 teachers.
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TABLE III
PER CENT OF ST
UDENTS TAKING TY
REi,S01;S AS GIVE PEWRITING FOR EACH OF VARI
OUS
N BY 300 TEACHE
RS

t'tg)'

Number of
Teachers
Reporting

4

Reasons and Pe
r Cent of Studen
ts Taking For:
Vocational Ai
d in
Cr
ed
it
Only
Personal
College
Only
Use
100
90
10
0
10
95
0
0
5
50
25
5
2
0
30
25
20
2
5
25
50
0
25
60
40
0
0
50
30
8
12

Carlos C. Craw
ford of North
Dakota made a
study of
4
what per cent
of the people
employed in th
e offices or
had studied
who
typewriting us
ed it after leav
ing school.
was found th
It
at 89 per cent
of those who st
udied typewrit
used it daily
ing
in their work
. This being
true, it seem
that personal
s
typewriting sh
ould be recommen
ded to every
high scnool
student, if a
t all possible
. A knowledg
e of
typewriting i
n this modern
age is a toke
n of good
citizenship.
So many people
own typewriter
s, or have
machines av
ailable for th
eir own use,
that some know
ledge
and skill in
the use of a
typewriter ha
s been accept
almost necess
ed as
ary.
The typing co
urse is rapidl
y gaining reco
gnition for
its educatio
nal value, be
cause it offe
rs splendil
opportunities
to apply othe
r knowledges ac
quired. That
we need in
education is
more applied
knowledge. Ty
pewriting

17
provides this kind of instructi
on.

It offers a splendid

chance to learn many things
about business. It contributes
to spelling, division of wor
ds into syllables, punctuation,
use of capitals, paragraphing
, and arrangement of forms.
c) other course except bus
iness English offers such good
training and experience in
the writing of various kinds
of letters. Through this
kind of practice, pupils become
familiar with the language
and terms used in business,
particularly when they type
such important papers and forms
as bills of sale, deeds, mor
tgages, leases, affidavits,
specifications, wills, contra
cts, telegrams, and
bookkeeping statements.
As a great many students are
now taking typewriting
for other than vocational pur
poses, the time may not be
far off when typewriting wil
l be taught to more
:.on-commercial than commer
cial students.

When this time

arrives, we Ma.y expect to
hear more frequently the
argument, already advanced
by some people, that typewriting
is no more a commercial sub
ject than is penmanship, and
that since penmanship has
to a large extent been removed
from the commercial dep
artment, typewriting should be
treated in the same way.
Those who advocate this plan
admit that typewriting wil
l be needed in connection with
office practice and shorth
and. They hold that the abi
lity
to typewrite should be
a prerequisite to the study of
office practice, shorthand,
and certain other commercial
subjects, just as the abi
lity to write with pen and
ink IS

18
a prerequisite to the study of bookkeepinE; and that this
ability need not be obtained in the commercial department.
Typewriting not only supplies uses for the knowledge
learned in other courses, but it also keeps pupils
continually learning worth-while new things.

It has

outstanding value for developing mental discipline through
the absolute concentration of thought required to do
accurate work.

Few subjects lend themselves so well for

developing the desirable habits of neatness) accuracy) and
careful thinking.

There is definite realization between

what is learned and what pupils do after they leave school.
It was found from the study of Bessie A. Young,
Waterloo, Iowa) that stenographers and secretaries stress
straight copy with a high degree of accuracy and speed;
letter writing, especially as to farm, usage, punctuation)
spacing, spelling, capitalization, abbreviation; the
learning of the parts of the machine; extra characters
not on the keyboard; syllabication and tabulation.
Inasmuch as this study is made to determine if
possible the need of correlating more Closely the subjects
of typewriting, Shorthand, business correspondence, and
office training, a study of the aims and methods employed
in teaching each subject separately, as well as the
requirements and outcomes, is necessary.
"Typewriting promotes self-criticism on the part of
pupils, good working habits and attitudes of responsibility)
self-confidence in slower pupils, cooperativeness and

19
mutual helpfulness, and independence. It creates a
"felt-need" for spelling and reading, improves silent and
1
oral reading, stimulates a wider reading, facilitates
teachers' supervision of language, and self-expression."The greatest factor in successful typewriting is the
adequately trained teacher who actually gives instruction
with a two-fold purpose in view; first, teaching the
principles and technique; and second, directly supervising
the practice of such principles and technique.
Nearly all texts used in this study give adequate
training in the various needs for good typewriting.
Table TV gives the texts used and preferred by the 300
schools as reported by teachers in this study.

Chas. 1. Sharer, "The Teaching of Commercial Subjects
In Texas High Schools," Bulletin Eo. 307, Vol. VII,
No. E., State Department of Lducation, Austin, August,
1932. p. 19.
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TABLE IV
TEXTS USED AND PREFERRED BY THREE HUNDRED SCHOOLS

Schools
Now
Using

Schools
Schools
Preferring Preferring
Other
Same
Texts
Text

200

199

Rational

50

12

28-20th Century

Harned

25

0

25-20th Century

Gregg Typing
and
Technique

25

8

12-20th Century
5-Rational

20th Century

1-Rational

While there are seventy-five typing texts on the
market, it is interesting to, note that only four were used
by the 300 teachers reporting.

The 20th Century Text was

used by 200 teachers and preferred by 199.

The reason

as given by these teachers preferring the 20th Century
Text was because of the arrangement.
In Part I the keyboard control and technique are
stressed.
letter.

Part II takes up the Fundamentals of the business

Part III correlates the business letters with

office practice.

Part IV takes up thc secretarial projects,

thus correlating all of the dutier, of the secretary leith
typewriting.

The Rational
Text ranks second
in texts now bein
g
used, but only
twelve of the fift
y teachers usint
this
text prefer it.
The other twenty
-eight prefer 20th
Century,
Twenty-five teae
hers now using ge
rned's text all
prefer 20th Ce
ntury. Of the tw
enty-five using
Gregg
Typing and Tech
nique, only eigh
t prefer the same
text.
Twelve prefer 20
th Century, and
five Rational.
I. FIRST SEPEST
ER TYPEWRITING
Skills to be
Developed
1. Correct po
sture
2. To insert
, straig
the machine prop hten and remove paper from
erly
3.

Establish "Home
Position"

4.

Proper Key Re
lease

5.

Location of keys

6.

Figures

7.

Shift key

8.

Signs

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

All parts of th
e leachine and ho
w to use them
Proper reaches
for Back Spacer
and Tabulator St
ops
Keep eyes on th
e copy
Learn the reach
by "feel" from
to other parts
the "home key"
of the keyboard
. Be sure to
use correct fing
ers at all time
s.
Listen for rhyt
hm and write the
rhythm.
words with the
Keep the machine,
desk, and floor
cleen."2
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CORRECTION

PRECEDING IMAGE HAS BEEN
REFILMED
TO ASSURE LEGIBILITY OR TO
CORRECT A POSSIBLE ERROR

CHAPT:R II
THE STUDY OF TYPEWRITING
The first subject considere
d in this thesis is
typewriting. All high
schools offering commercial wor
k
include typewritinc in the
ir program of studies.
Typewriting seems to be the
most popular of the commercia
l
subjects. Some of the lar
ger cities and high schools
have
had to place a limit on the
number of students allowed
to
take typewriting, while others have placed it
in only
certain years. A high per
cent of the schools offer
typewriting the eleventh
and twelfth years only, but few
schools offer it in the Jun
ior high school. One reason
this has been done was to
avoid congestion. It was found
to be impossible to farnis
h equipment to take care of
all
who wish to take typewriti
ng. Eight and one-third per
cent
start typewriting the Freshm
an year, thirty-three and one
third per cent start typewr
iting the Sophomore year,
fifty-eight and one-third
pet* cent start typewriting
the
Junior and Senior years.
Table II gives the number
and per cent of schools
starting typewriting in eac
h of the High School years
as
reported by 300 teachers.

14
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TABLE II
THE NTUEER AND PER CENT OF 300 SCHOOLS SMRTING TYPEWRITIN
G
IN EACH OF THE FOUR HIGH SCHOOL YEARS

Freshman
Number of
Schools
Per Cent
of Schools

Sophomore

25

100

8 1/3

33 1/3

Junior

Senior

163

12

54 1/3

3 2/3

"Since 20 per cent of all students enrolled in the
secondary schools are now enrolled in the commercial
department, and inasmuch as practically all enrolled in
the commercial department take typewriting, an effor
t
was made to find out the reasons that have been given
for
taking typewriting.

Table III gives the per cent of

students taking typewriting for each of various reasons
as given by 300 teachers.

-4.

•^,1F.
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TABLE III
FER CENT OF STUDENTS TAKING TYPEWRITING FOR EACH OF VARIOUS
REi.SONS AS GIVEN BY 300 TEACHERS

Reasons and Per Cent of Students Taking For:
Vocational Aid in
Credit
Personal
Only
Collsce
Only
Use

t;E€ , 61',)1

Number of
Teachers
Reporting

100
90
95
50
30
25
GO
50

10
0
25
25
50
40
30

10
5
20
25
25
0
12

0
0
5
20
0
0
8

Carlos C. Crawford of North Dakota made a study of
what per cent of the people employed in the offices or who
had studied typewriting used it after leaving school.

•1

It

was found that 89 per cent of those who studied typewriting
used it daily in their work.

This being true, it seems

that personal typewriting should be recommended to every
high school student, if at all possible.

A knowledge of

typewriting in this modern age is a token of good
citizenship.

So many people own typewriters, or have

machines available for their own use, that some knowledge
and skill in the use of a typewriter has been accepted
as
almost necessary.
The typing course is rapidly gaining recognition for
its educational value, because it offers splendid
opportunities to apply other knowledces acquired.
we need in education is more applied knowl
edge.

,

What

Typewriting
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provides this kind of instruction.

It offers a splendid

chance to learn many things about business.

It contributes

to spelling, divisicn of words into syllables, punctuation,
use of capitals, paragraphing, and arrangement of forms.
1;0 other course except business Fnglish offers such good
training and experience in the writing of various kinds
of letters.

Through this kind of practice, pupils become

familiar with the language and terms used in business,
particularly When they type such important papers and forms
as bills of sale, deeds, mortgages, leases, affidavits,
specifications, wills, contracts, telegrams, and
bookkeeping statements.
As a great many students are now taking typewriting
for other than vocational purposes, the time may not be
far off when typewriting will be taught to more
non-commercial than commercial students.
ar

When this time

ives, we may expect to hear more frequently the

argument, already advanced by some people, that typewriting
is

o more a commercial subject than is penmanship, and

that since penmanship has to a large extent been removed
from the commercial department, typewriting should be
treated in the same way.

Those who advocate this plan

admit that typewriting will be needed in connection with
office practice and shorthand.

They hold that the ability

to typewrite should be a prerequisite to the study of
office practice, shorthand, and certain other commercial
subjects 7 just as the ability to write with pen and ink Is

•

...40Am&
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a prerequisite to the study of bookkeeping; and that this
ability need not be obtained in the commercial department.
Typewriting not only supplies uses for the knowledge
learned in other courses, but it also keeps pupils
continually learning worth-while new things.

It has

outstanding value for developing mental discipline through
the absolute concentration of thought required to do
accurate work.

Few subjects lend themselves so well for

developing the desirable habits of neatness, accuracy, and
careful thinking.

There is definite realization between

what is learned and what pupils do after they leave school.
It was found from the study of Bessie A. Young,
Waterloo, Iowa, that stenographers and secretaries stress
straight copy with a high degree of accuracy and speed;
letter writing, especially as to form, usage, punctuation,
spacing, spelling, capitalization, abbreviation; the
learning of the parts of the machine; extra characters
not on the keyboard; syllabication and tabulation.
Inasmuch as this study is made to determine if
possible the need of correlating more closely the subjects
of typewriting, Shorthand, business correspondence, and
office training, a study of the aims and methods employed
in teaching each subject separately, as well as the
requirements and outcomes, is necessary.
"Typewriting promotes self-criticism on the part of
pupils, gooa workinc habits and attitudes of responaibility,
self-confidence in slower pupils, 000perativeneas and
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mutual helpfulness, and independence. It creates a
"felt-need" for spelling and reading, improves silent and
1
oral reading, stimulates a wider reading, facilitates
n."'
self-expressio
teachers' supervision of language, and
The greatest factor in successful typewriting is the
adequately trained teacher who actually gives instruction
with a two-fold purpose in view; first, teaching the
principles and technique; and second, directly supervising
the practice of such principles and technique.
Nearly all texts used in this study give adequate
training in the various needs for good typewriting.
Table TV gives the texts used and preferred by the 300
schools as reported by teachers in this study.

i Chas. N. Sharer, "The Teaching of Commercial Subjects
In Texas High Schools," Bulletin 1:o. 307, Vol. VII,
No. 67 State Department of Lducation, Austin, August,
1932. p. 19.
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TABLE IV
TEXTS USED AND PREFERRED BY THREE HUNDRED SCHOOLS

Schools
Now
Using

Schools
Schools
Preferring Preferring
Same
Other
Text
Texts

200

199

Rational

50

12

28-20th Century

Harned

25

0

25-20th Century

Gregg Typing
and
Technique

25

8

12-20th Century
5-Rational

20th Century

1-Rational

While there are seventy-five typing texts on the
market, it is interesting to.note that only four were used
by the 300 teachers reporting.

The 20th Century Text was

used by 200 teachers and preferred by 199.

The reason

es given by these teachers preferring the 20th Century
Text was because of the arrangement.
In Part I the keyboard control and technique are
stressed.
letter.
At%

Part Il takes up the Fundamentals of the business

Part III correlates the business letters with

office practice.

Part IV takes up the secretarial projects,

thus correlating all of the duties of the secretary with
4

1:,

typewriting.
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The Rational Text ranks second in
texts now being
used, but only twelve of the fifty
teachers usinE, this
text prefer it. The other twenty
-eight prefer 20th
Century.
Twenty-five teachers now using Harned
's text all
prefer 20th Century. Of the twenty
-five using Gregg
Typing and Technique, only eight
prefer the same text.
Twelve prefer 20th Century, and
five Rational.
I.

FIRST SENESiER TYPEWRITING

Skills to be Developed
1.

Correct posture

2.

To insert, straighten and remove pap
er from
the machine properly

3.

Establish "Homa Position"

4.

Proper Key Release

5.

Location of keys

6.

Figures

7.

Shift key

8.

Signs

9.

All parts of the machine and how
to use them

10.
11.

Proper reaches for Back Spacer and
TabillPttor Stops
Keep eyes on the copy

12.

Learn the reach by "feel" from the
"home key"
to other parts of the keyboard.
Be sure to
use correct fingers at all times.

13.

Listen for rhythm and write the wor
ds with the
rhythm.

14.

Keep the machine, desk, and floor
clean."2
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"In the early work perfect copies should not be
required. This is not to imply that accuracy should not
be constantly emphasized and held before the pupils as a
goal. The teacher shoule be certain that the copies
presented represent the result of the student's best effort
and thet the papers presented art progressively free from
mistakes.
"During the first year's work, accuracy rather than
speed demands the greater attention. The important point
is that the individual is not given drills upon the elements
of language, syllables, words and phrases until his writing
of connected material under alert supervised work should
take from two-fifths to one-half of the cies& pericd.
"There are advocates of the horizontal and
perpendicular piecemeal procedure, and proponents of the
memorization of the entire keyboard before eny fingering
exercises are given. In making these suggestions,
considerations have been given to the very limited amount
of experimental evidence available and to the much larger
body of experience of successful teachers. Both
experimental studies and class room experience suggest
the desirability of using all of the finEers from the very
beginning in typewriting. This is the so-called whole
method in oentrast with the piecemeal procedure."'

Aee.

4t7i

"The use of shields, keyboard aprons, and capped or
blank keys is not recommended. Shields interfere with
the free operation of the machine and make it very difficult
for the teacher to observe the pupil's writing. Fearson,
in a controlled experiment at the University of Iowa,
reported by Blackstone in the "Proceedines of the Ohio
State Educational Conference" for .
1928, found that he got
60 per cent better results from the "looking method" which
permitted the pupils to learn the keyboard by looking at
the keys, than by vertical or single-finger-at-a-time
method which was taught with the use of charts. Blackstone
indicates clearly in his report thee. 1-earsoe's experiment
is not cited BS a besie for a return to the old sight
typewriting. In fact, he specificelly states that the
student is to be reeuired to shift to touch typinE as soon
as he can after he learns the locations. As soon as the
locaticn has been learned, therefcre, the pupils should
be required to use the touch method." 4
2 harry 1=. Swett, "Program of Studies, Public Schools
of New Hampshire, Fart VII, Practical Arts Commerce,
Concord State Board of Educative,
3 lbid

-Terwer.hei5eLsr:e
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V.uch has been said about rhythm in typ
ewriting.
Many good teachers do not stress it
or think it is of any
help. All World Champion typists say
it is invaluable.
Table V gives the number and percenta
ge of the 300 teachers
aidinL in this report, who stress rhy
thm.
TABLE V
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF TEACHERS STRESS
ING RHYTHM

Yes
212

Teachers
Per Cent

70 5/6

No
88
29 1/6

For the past several years severe criticis
m has been
directed at the teachers of typewrit
ing because of the
Lack of ability of pupils to use
figures and the symbols
when they were employed in the busi
ness office. This
condition seems to be improving accord
ing to the report
as set forth in Table VI.

4
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TABLE VI
EUVIATR AND PER CENT OF TEACHERS STRESSING
FIGURES AND SIGNS

Teachers
fiery Day

Per Cent

150

50

/Tone

56

12

Very Little

60

20

Once a Week

54

18

II.

SECOND SEMESTER TYPEWRITING

"so Be Developed
1.

Centering of titles

2.

Tabulating for letter forms

3.

Ability to recognize and reproduce three diff
erent
letter forms

4.

Writing on ruled paper

5.

Addressing envelopes and cards

6.

Fo1din4: and inserting papers

7.

Telegrams

8.

Carbon work

9.

Filling in on printed forms

10.

Chanve ribbons

U.

Acouire correct finger action

12.

Practice

13.

When exLct location of every key is
known and can
be struck unhesitatingly, gradually incr
ease speed.
Keep eyes on copy.

25
14.

Even touch

15.

Learn parts of a letter

16.

Learn to type double spaced ind
ented letters
Centering letters on the page

17.
18.

Paragraphing, a letter

19.

Learn the formula so that it may
be applied to any
letter where the number of wor
ds is given
How to address officials, clergy
men, and outstanding
citizens.

20.
21.
22.

How to sign the dictator's Derile
on the typewriter,
giving proper space for the pen
signature
How to sign the company name."5

The above mentioned skills
are stressed in practically
all the typewriting manuals. Thi
s covers the work for
completion of the first two sem
esters in typewriting, when
typewriting is given as a two
-year course. Schools
requiring the completion of
the manual the first year give
double periods. Table VII
gives the requirements as
shown above.

b D. D. Lessenberry, gglia get
:tun' lop= Twewriting(Cincinn
ati,
The South-We
stern Publishing Co., 1930).

Sorelle & Smith, Greg Tvveyr
itini: Techniqies
(Chicago, The Gregg Publishin
g Co., 1931).

ProJects

Rupert Sorelle, RatiorLal Typewr
iting (Chicago
Publishing Cc., 190

The Gregg

Wm. E. 7.arned, Yew Typ
ewriting Stt:dies, Elementary Course,
(Boston, Ginn 6: Co., 192
9).

REQUIRMENTS FCR CCEOlETIO
N OF FIRST YEAR TYPEWRITING

First Half of Manual
Parts 1, 2, 3
Completion of Manual

Schools

Per Cent

250

83 1/3

37

12 1/3

13

4 1/3

13
37
150
13
87

41/3
12 1/3
50
41/3
29

Speed recuix:ta am minute
20
25
30
35
40
Speed the Only Measure
of Ability

III.

0

THIRD SEMESTER TYFEWRITIKG

"Skills to be Developed
1.

Erasures

2.

Erasures on carbons

3.

Making correction on cop
y

4.

Tabulation

5.

Vertical and horizontal rul
ing

6.

Freparation of manuscrip
ts

7.

Stencil cutting

8.

Corrections On stencils

9.

Use of LlimeoLrarh

10.

Addressing envelopes

11.

Fold letters proper1e6

100
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Letterheads should be used that stud
ents may learn the
proper arrangements of address and dat
e and closing and
signature. They should learn, also,
the right proportion
and balance, addressing, folding, and
inserting. Students
need to know how to balance the addr
ess on the envelopes
and time saving ways of addressing a numb
er of envelopes.
Students who learn to type only on pla
in paper are lost
when they 03 Into the business offi
ce and start using
letterheads. These are expensive and a
loss to the
employer who is paying for good work.

There is no need

for a student entering the office for prac
tice.

This

training should be glven in the school
.
Letter exercises constitute one of the mos
t
valuable parts of the course in typewrit
ing.

The teaching

of correct placement, good techniqu
e, and accuracy in the
earliest exercises determine largely the
student's ability
to produce attractive letter
s.
Students should be taught all the
correct letter forms
presented in the approved typewriting
texts, and should
master at least two forms. The
block form and double
spaced indented :'orm are the two
most widely used now.
The block form is growing in popu
larity in that typists
have found it a "time saver," a
point of no mean consideration
in an office of heavy corresponden
ce. A similar advantage
is found in the use of open punc
tuation.

Raid.
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At the very first the stad2n
t should use great care
and even resort to measureme
nt if necessary, to produce a
symmetrically and proportionat
ely balanced layout. But
Iv using a careful mental
picture as his goal for subsequen
t
letters, he will be able
to produce attractive layouts on
first writing. All typewr
iting should be under the
immediate instruction of the
teacher.
The teacher Should supervise
each individual, observe
difficulties, offer suggestio
ns for improvement and gather
information about individuals
for the work. Table VIII
gives a brief slimmary of the
procedure in the third
semester's typewriting.
TARIP. VIII
METHOD OF PROCEDURE IN THIRD S1M
74STr.2 TYPEWRITING
••••

Review of
Keyboard
Each Day

Class
Instruction
On Forma

Individual
Instruction

Nuniber
of
Teacher*

All

120

80

Per Cent
of
Teachers

100

60

40

IV.

FOURTH SELTESTER TYPEWRITING

"Skills To Be Acquired
1.

Develop accuracy in typing

:097,711,r1re*.mirs,.-cdrePagrorwri!!
,
,Pe'-

ir

)

et,

.1,
1k

2.

Write numeric exercises until lit
tle difficulty is
encountered in using these key
s

3.

Type as rapidly as possible
without error
4. Become familiar with ove
rhanging indented letter
forms
Rough draft work
C.

Type from dictation

7.

Preparation of simple legal and
business papers
8. Learn the arrangement of
a two-page letter
9. How to address officials
, clergymen and outstanding
citizens
10.

Learn to proofread own work

11.

Be able to determine the causes
of errors and proper
drills for correction

12.
13.

Review Key-board drills until
of the keyboard has been acquira complete mastery
ed
All secretarial projects." 6

Some teachers use supplementar
y materials, which aid
the students in becoming mor
e efficient in their skill of
typewriting. Table IX gives
the number and per cent of
teachers using supplementary
materiels and the materials
used, as reported by 300 tea
chers.

6
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TABLE IX
NUMB:LIR AND PER CE= OF TEACHERS USING SUPPLEMENTARY
MATERIALS
--"'""^""!:====admr......milmarrrwmorroremgmme

Letterheads
and
Business Forms
Special Tests
by
Typing Companies
Corrective Drills
Accelerating
Drills

Yes
89

300

Per Cent
29 2/3

No
211

Per Cent
70 1/3

70 1/3

100

89

29 2/3

122

299

79 2/3

71

20 1/3

The requirements for the completion of the third
and fourth semesters of typewriting varies in different
schools.

Some schools require a speed of only forty

words a minute, while others require as high as sixty.
This is a range of twenty wicrds.

Table X gives the

requirements for :ompletion of second 3,..`2ar typewriting.
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TABLE X
REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPLETION OF SEC= YErdi :6TUDE1:TS

•

Finish:
Manual:
and
Speed :

•
•

40

,*
Schools
Per Cent

100
33-1/3

: NO Answer
•
•

minimum Speed
45
50
Z-5

60

25

0

50

0

16-2/3

100

8-1/3 33-1/3

25
8-1/3

It is found in this study that no teacher reli
es
wholly on speed to determine a student's abil
ity, but
teachers are beginning to awaken to the fact
that all
speed writers are not the best Vpists.

Much of the

emphasis on speed was brought about by State conte
sts
in typewriting.

The fundamentals of typewriting were

neglected as well as the majority of the students
.
#
Attention was centered on a few and the whole
work pushed
for speed in order that the school might
have a winner.
It is found in this study that all schools do
not
have a standard requirement in typewriting for
all their
students.

It is a common practice for each teacher to

fix her own requirements.

Table Xi gives a summary of

the schools and percentage.
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TA.BLE XI
SCHOOLS WITH STANDARD TYPEWRITING
QUIREWENTS AND SCHOOLS
NOT HAVING STANDARD TYPEWRITIG REQUIREMENTS

Schools
Schools with
Standard Requirements
Schools in which each
Teacher fixes her own
Requirements

Per --Cent

188

62-2/3

112

37-1/3

It does not seem fair to the students not to have
uniform requirements.
than others.

Some teachers may be less exacting

One student who has a better record than

another passed by the other teacher, may fail
the course.
It seems that some agreement Should be made
by which all
could be graded alike.
A request vb.s made of 13.1 states for their cour
se of
study for typewriting, shorthand, bookkeeping,
business
correspondence.

It was found that a great many states do

not have a course of study for commercial work
.

Twenty

states reported za printed State course of stud
y, while
thirteen reported no course.

Six reported they were

revising their entire State course ,c7id it would be
written
in.
The states not having a ccurs.e of study
have left the
work largely to the larger high schools in
the cities.
This was found true in Llabama.
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C-riPTER III
THE STUDY OF SHORTHAED
Due to the indispene bility of the stenographer in the
modern business office, the stenographic department has
A

become one of the most important in the average commercial
school or business department of any high school.
Business needs intelligent young people with general
knowledge of business and a good command of English for
stenographic work.

1, stenographer should aspire to the

handling of increasing portions of the correspondence without
the necessity of having each letter dictated.

The mere

ability to write shorthand is not sufficient recommendation
in these days of highly organized business.
1

.1

There is a

place in business for the high school graduate
1.

Possessing stenographic training

2.

1:,bility to answer the telephone

3.

Keep simple records

4.

Type occasional letters

5.

Run the office in the absence of the
proprietor or manager.

For highly trained or specially gifted stenographers,
court reporting and general reporting are attractive
professional fields where the remuneration is fairly
com;arable to that in other professional fields.
The above is presented here to suggest that -there are
different levels of stenographic employment and that the
requirements should be different for the various levels.

rotarairo • ..r wct
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Teachers should study the aptitudes and capac
ities of
individual students and aim to fit them for the type
of
work fbr which they seem best adapted.
"Shorthand ia an utilitarian subject, and while
it may contain cultural values, its chief aim is
to enable the student to make a living. To
accomplish this aim requires the development of
various skills, among which is the recording
of sounds by means of shorthand symbols. The
symbols must be legible. Legibility requires
the development of technique in writing
shorthand characters. To these must be added
the acquisition of the ability to transcribe
shorthand symbols into loughand."1
In the process of perfecting the above skills
the
student's command of words is enlarged; and he learn
s the
meaning of words, their pronunciation and syllabific
ation.
The most difficult problem of the high school in the
past years has been the shorthand and typewriting stand
ards.
It seems necessary to set up requirements in
these subjects
rather definitely.
or two units.

Shorthand may be given for either one

A class could not very well take the two

units in one year.

As one with one unit of shorthand is

not able to do really good work in an offic
e, it is
recommended that wherever possible the course conta
in
two units of shorthand.
typewriting.

Shorthand must be accompanied by

Then the problem arises when or Where to

start shorthand.

Table XII gives the number and

percentage of 300 schools starting shorthand
in each of
fonr h.

p^hrinl

Chas.A. Lee, "Course of Study in Junior anci Senio
r High
Schools," Missouri, Btaletin Ko. 14, Department
of Education,
Jefferson City, 1926, p. 16.

1"1,
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TAMP XIII
THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 300 SCHOOLS STARTING SHORTHAND
IN EACH OF THE FOUR HIGH SCHOU, YEARS

Freshman

Schools

0

Per Cent

0

Sophomore

Junior

22
7-1/3

Senior

275
91-2/3

3
1
.....••••••••••••••

Types of Teaching Methods

Defined

"The Rules Method
According to this method the teacher follows a
text book and teaches rules, word-lists, and
those sentences which are based only on the
vocabulary so far developed in the text. This
is one of the older methods and is gradually
being superseded by the direct or combined
methods.
"The Direct Method
3

2LiaL'...2=Nipt

This plan for study follows the most approvcd
methods of teaching reading to pupils in the
first and second years of the elementary school.
Pupils in the shorthand class, therefore, begin
by reading simple, easy sentences or paregraphs
written in shorthand. Later, these paragraphs
are copied in shorthand ad after much drill are
written from dictation. In drill periods, the
teacher has the class practice upon the characters
and words which may have been written incorrectly.
A definite number of new words are introduced
each day. Graphs of test results reveal whether
or not new words are introduced too fast or not
fast enough. All matter employed in the first
two semesters is based on the'thousand commonest
words cf the
Lit. Scz,e teachers do not
teach the general principles at all. If they are
taught, a hasty summary in shorthand the last
semester of the econJ year is all tht is found
to be necessary.
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"A Combination of the Rules and Direct Method
The most recent textbooks are attemptint
a combination
of the rules method and the direct method.
There
is no way to oetermine b; meens of argument
which
of the three plans is most efficient. Only
the
results of experiments and an open mind in
judginL results can determine this point. Accordin
g
to the combined method, the study of rules
and
word lists should be reduced to a minimum.
In Shorthand I and II the main objective shou
ld
be the learninL of the thousand commonest
rootwords
on the automatic level. Many rules end ecep
tions
in the text books do not apply to any of the
ten
thousand commonest words. Introduce the reading
and xriting of sentences, pareEraphs and lett
ers
at the ear4est possible moment and drill main
ly
upon them."'
First Semester
The Junior year seems to be the most popular
year
in which to start shorthand.

The reason is because by

the time the student is ready for transcriptio
n, he will
have reached a degree of speed and accuracy
in typewriting
that will enable him to transcribe at a fair
and accurate
rate of speed. A few years ago no effo
rt was made by
many teachers of shorthand to give any dict
ation until the
student had completed his manual work. Now,
as shown in
Table XIII, nearly all teachers give dict
ation to the
beginning students from the start.

Wm. H. Bristow, "Course of StuCy in Shor
thaad for Senior
Eigh Schools," Bulletin 66, State Departwent
of 1:ducation
of FennsylvaLia l harrisburgh, 1932, p. 12.
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TABLE XIII
PRACTICE IN

Gavi1:4

DICTATION TO BE;GINNIEG STU
DENTS

Teachers Giving Dictat
ion to Beginning Students

Schools
Per Cent

Yes

No

274

26

91-1/3

8-2/3

There is an effort tc
teach students to write rat
her
than draw characters and
to recognize the brief fo
rms, also
principles, when writin
g new words.
"After the preeentetion
symbols should be read of symbols, the Shorthand
, thus associating sound and
symbol and the dictation
given to the student
should be read. Sound
training necessitates drill
on the sounds of conson
ant and vowels. The
elimination of unsounded s
letters in a word and
drill on the remaining
letters acquaints the
student with the actual
sounds used in pronunciatio
n.
"Theory should be develo
ped logically with
sufficient supervised. dri
ll on the principles
to fix them on the stu
dent's mind. From the ver
y
first writing, the sho
rth
reef. This is the firs and symbols should be
t
It necessitates the cor step in transcription.
rec
t proportions of outlin
The dictatjon of senten
ces coml-,osed of words of es.
similar outlines places
the responsibility upon.
the student to use correc
t proportion, correct
slant, and prcper curves
. 4:.s these principles
are mastered, the size
of the notes will become
smaller.
"Transcr4tion should begin
with the first lesson.
Words, sentences; an6 letter
s
should be
transcribed. The student
sho
uld
be held responsible
for every word dictated.
Care should be taken
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that the student has the correct spelling,
punctuation, capitalization, and paragraphing.
The artistic appearance achieved by centering
the tra24scri1t should be stressed from the
start.'"'
Many supplementary books are now available for teachers
of beginning shorthand.

Tables XIV gives 0 brief sur.alary

of the schools using supplementary material and the material
used.
TARLF XIV

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS USING SUPPLEMENTARY BOOKS
WITH THE SHORTHAND MANUAL

Speed
Studies

Number of
Schools

285

Per Cent
of Schools

95

Graded
Readings

125

Words and
Sentence
Practice

Gregg
Writer

30

39

10

13

5
Chas. A. Lee, "Corse of Study in Junior and Senior High
Schools) Eissouri," bulletin No. 24. Jefferscn City, 192S1,
pp. 17-18.
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TABLE XV
NUMELdi AND PERCENTAGE OF SCHOCLS USI
NG TWO OR MORE
SUPPLEWENTARY BOOKS

Speed Studies
and
Graded Readings

Number of
Schools

75

Per Cent
of Schools

25

Speed Studies
and Word and
Sentence
Practice
28
9-1/3

Speed Studies
and
Gregg Writer

39
13

.111111•11.10

4

It will be seen from tables XIV
and XV that teachers
are using one or !lore of these boo
ks. In conference with
teachers, it was found that
they are handicapped in using
supplementary material where it
is to be placed in the
hands of the pupil because
state adoptions did not include
these books. Some of thet
have been printed since the
adoptions were made. The tea
chers are not allowed to have
children buy them especially
when the state furnished the
texts.
"While shorthand has been con
sidered a vocational
subject but there are other val
ues in shorthand.
It gives the student the mea
ns 11.. which he may
take notes in everyday life of
those things of
which he wishes to make immedi
ate record; 6eve1ops
the habits of neatness and acc
uracy in all things
by training the mind and han
d in making notes and
transcribing them neatly and acc
urately in usable
and attractive form. It increa
ses the vocabulary
of the pupil and is ability
to spell English
words correctly."'

+,41,
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Requirements for the colilpletion of the first semester's
shorthand vary as shown in Table XVI.
TABLE XVI
REQUIREMENTS IN 300 SCHOOLS FOR =TUITION OF FIRST SEMESTER
OF Si:ORTHAND MANUAL

Brief Forms
Grade Required
60
70
75
90
100

Schools

13
26
25
90
13

Per Cent

4-1/3
8-1/3
13
30
100

Brief Fora Grade
Not Required

120

40

Brief Fortis, 100
Words and Ten
Sentences

120

40

Theory Only

13

4-1/3

Dictation and
Transcription
Only

25

8-1/3

Theory, Dictation
Rate 40 Words

69

Left to Teacher's
Judgment

13

4-1/3

214

71-1/3

86

28-2/3

First Six Chapters
First Seven Chapters

23

4
Char1e6 F. Truclean, "Course of Study for Louisiana High
Schools," Bulletin 1:o. 2591 State Depart:tient of Education
of LouisianL, Baton Rouge, September 15, 1933) p. 185.

V*4.,
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The Second Semester Shorthand
"The pupil should finish the manual and develop a free
and easy writing habit which will enable him to acquire the
desired speed and accuracy in noLe taking.

He should

thoroughly master all material in the prescribed lessons
of the Eanual and Speed Studies.
beyond technical knowledge.

This mastery Should go

It should mean much complete

assimilation of the material that the word forms and phrases
will become an essential part of the pupil's thoughts and
their reproduction and automatic process."
"First-year pupils should be required to take dictation
of new material of average difficulty at the minimum rate
of sixty words a minute for five minutes and transcribe the
notes neatly and accurately on the typewriter within a
reasonable length of time.

The first year's work in shorthand

should lay the foundation vocabulary outlines and knowledge
of fundamental principles which will render possible the
second years' work of transcription.

A few schools require

only a speed of forty words and others require as much as
ninety for the completion of the second semester's work."6

5 Ibid., p. 186.
6 Itid., p. 187.
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TABLE; XVII
REqUIREMENTS FOR LATTER HALF OF MANUAL

Theory
Grade

Schools

Per Cent

85

36

12

90

90

30

100

72

24

0

102

34

12

4

0

30

10

43

13

4-1/3

50

Ls

4-1/3

60

78

26

70

45

15

80

91

30-1/3

90

30

10

274

98

Transcription Rate of
only
O Words per minute
Dictation Rate

Completion of Manual

The aim of the work of the second year is to automatize
the takinE of dictation and the transcription of it.
"It must be remembered that techniQue and theory
make the only foundation upon wtich accurate and
rapid dictation and transcription skills can be

,
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built. No matter how accurate the first year
class may be in theory, shorthand is not fully
taught until the application of principles
becomes automatic at a high rate of speed.
Therefore, the work of the second year should
be planned to give each day definite and
sequential practice on thgory. The results will
justify the time spent." f
Some teachers spend a part of the first semester of
the second year for a review of the manual only as shown
in Table XVIII.
TABLE XVIII
PRACTICE IN RESPECT TO REVIEW OF MANUAL AT BEGINNING OF
SECOND YEAR

Teachers Stressing Review Manual First 3emester of
Second Year

Yes

No

Number of
Schools

285

15

Per Cent
of Schools

95

5

Chas. A. Lee, "1issouri State Course of Study," p. 20.
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"The dictation material sho
uld
of common words. It should be be composed largely
rate cf speed. Such materials Liven at a moderate
should be transcribed.
The selection of material
for dictation is an
opportunity to give the studen
t much that is
cultural and informational.
A
variety of material
will maintain his interest,
es well as increase
his vocabulary. Legal mat
ter, such ES legal
papers, depositions, and con
tracts may be given
to the more advanced studen
ts. Letters from
business houses and letter sho
s
should be included in the sel wing social usages
ection. Dictation
should be chosen from the fie
ld of politics,
history, religion, and literatur
e, both prose
and poetry. As the studen
t becomes proficient in
taking and transcribing his
notes, the processes
should be accelerated. Dic
tation, increasing in
intensity of matter and in rat
e of speed, should
be given until the student
can write legible
shorthand, withput undue fat
igue at 8 rapid
rate of speed-"°
There are several texts on the
market for use in dictation.
/..:ost teachers use a text of
some kind. Table XIX gives
the texts in actual use in
dictation in 300 schools.
TABLE XIX
TEXTS IN ACTUAL USE IN
DICTATION IN 300 SCHOOLS

Rational
Dictation

Number of
Schools
Per Cent
of Schools

Ross
Dictation

96

69

54

27

22

23

18

;bid., p. 19.

itiefatiimoark

Speed
Studies

El

6

-.

Gregg
Writer
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The Rational Dictation and
Gregg Writer are the most
popular texts in actual
use, but the Speed Studies and
Speed Building, seen to be
the texts most preferred by the
300 teachers reporting.
Table XX gives the texts
preferred by the schools
TABL-.
17
TEXTS PREbEHRED 3Y TEACHE
RS FOR DICTATION IN 300 SCEOOLS

Speed
Building
wumber of
Schools
Per Cent
of Schools

Speed
Strdies

Rational
Dictation

Liscellaneous

66

108

39

87

22

36

13

29

Third and Fourth Semester Sho
rthand
The third semester's work
is carried on into the fourth
semester and requirements
are met for the completion of
the
second year's work,
"In order to enable the pup
ils to increase their
ability in taking longer sen
ten
dictating shorter ones but rec ces, start in
uire pupils to
defer writing until you hav
e uttered the last
word in the sentence. Gra
dua
length and diffict.,1%, of the lly increase the
sentences and
repeat the procedure. Tow
ards the end of the
fourth semester the teache
r
she dictates, repeat, chEr should compose as
e
sentences and thus give pra words, phrases or
ctice in 'raking
dictation under conditions
ordinarily found in
the office. She should var
y her speed
dictating the different par
ts of a letter.

ir
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Emphasis should be placed upo
n the siEnificance
of pauses and inflections to
indicate oral
punctuation and Lluch practice ano
u2d be Eiven in
distinguishini between Change
s in inflection for
purposes of punctuation and sha
nges due to side
remarks to other persons in
the mom.
"Abundant practice should
be given in editing
dictated material which pre
sents common errors in
the use of words and gramma
tical constructions.
Editing of dictated materi
al to improve sentence
structure should also receive att
ention.
"Business letters, sales let
ter
advertising material) editorials of application,
s, newspaper and
magazine articles ehguld
all be included in the
materials dictated."(
I.

"Advanced pupils should hav
e the ability to
select and use the proper
and best words; to learn
to spell those words which
are in the everyday
vocabulary of business.

2.

Acquire knowledge of spe
lling, capitalization,
syllabication, abbreviation
s and contractions,
simple punctuation) and a
reasonable working
vocabulary.

3.

"Knowledge and command of
Eyponyms, prefixes,
suffixes, roots, and deriva
tives; ability to
analyze language, use of
dictionary to increase
vocabulary; to know what mak
es a good business
letter good; to know cor
rect forms of the business
letter; ability to prOper
ly indicate enclosures.
4. "Abiljty to write
letters acknowledging
remittances, orders, inquir
seekirw information, conTpl y, advertisements,
Eint, introduction,
testimonial letters, letter
s of thanks, adjustments,
reply to collection let
ters, sales letters.
5.
To punctuate correctly and
in best forms;
knowledEe and ability to fbr:
:i plurals of nounsi
ability to indicate posees
to use adverbs correctly sion correctly; ability
.

Harry P. Swett, "Program
of Studies, Ptiblic Schools of
New Hampshire," Part VII
, Practical 4rta, Commerce, Sta
te
Board of Lducatior, Fourth Edi
tion, l2. p. 60.
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6.

"Ability to handle correspon
den
ability cc) interpret the correc ce in files;
tions on rough
drafts."

Because of the importance of the
se requirements listed
above, transcription should be und
er direct supervision of
the teacher.
"The value of good English can
not
estimated in this course, and stu be over
Cents of poor
standing in English can not be
expected to obtain
standard results in shorthand.
The evaluation
of papers in the Shorthand course
strict attention given to punctu should include
ation, spelling
and choice of words. Learning the
principles of
shorthand is one thing; being abl
e
in a business office may be anothe to apply them
must protect standards in settin r. Teachers
g a minimum
speed and at the same time they
should require a
high oegree of proficiency in the
use of English.
Statistics indicate a rate of
eighty words per
minute as the speed of the averag
e dictator;
students trained at the rate of
100 words per
minute on non-technical material
will meet with
less difficulty and failure whe
n they are
placed in unfamiliar surroundings
where technical
terms are necessary. The time ele
ment in
training students should be import
ant
consideration. For one, two, or
three minutes
the average individual can depend
upon his
memory for transcribing his notes;
beyond that .
length of time, if he can not
produce notes that
he can interpret, he is lost.
Habits of endurance,
therefore, should be formed in bot
h thg first and
second years of the Shorthand cou
rse."
The Louisiana course of study sug
gests, "Pupils to
be able to take dictation of
new material consisting of
advanced business letters and
articles at the minimum
rate of one hundred words net
per minute, for tea
8

Chas. N. Shaver, "The Teachi
ng of Game
- rcial Subjects,
Texas High Schools," Bulletin Nc.
307, Vol. VII, No. 8,
State Department of Education, ans
tin, Angust, 1932.

9
p. 35.
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minutes, and transcribe the notes neatly and accurately
on the typewriter within a reasonable length of time.
Pupils should acquire correct business habits and a knowledge
of secretarial duties."1°
Much time should be given to transcription, and
where possible, a separate period should be devoted to this
important subject, so that a teacher may give the proper
amount of time and attention to teaching the forms of the
letter and the correct punctuation.

It is in the

transcription that the student really applies his business
FnElish.

If possible, provisions for permanent supervision

should be made.
"Pupils should be required to correct their own
errors. A student who is recuired to correct his
errors will try to avoid the same errors in the
future. To make the correction of transcripts a
part of class work emphasizes the importance of
the transcript and also compels the student to
share with the teacher the responsibility for
accurate eork. This is good trainine in learning
Low to make unnoticeable corrections. The test
of whether sherthan:2 is functioning as a vocational
subject is the transcript. It must be accurptee
and written in a resxonable length of time."-Li
The requirements for the completion of shorthand
dictation for the fourth semester as reported by 300
teachers is given in Table XXT.

"Course of Study for Louisiana High Schools," Bulletin
No. 253.
11

"Missouri State Course of Study," Bulletin No • 14p•20.
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TAMP. XXI
RECYLUMENTS

FOR THE COMPLE
TION OF SH.ORT
EAND DICTATION

Dictation Rate
Per Minute
60
70
80
90
100
120
Transcription

!Amber of
Schools
25
25
75
0
125
25

Per Cent
of Schools
81/3
81/3
25
0
41 2/3
81/3

Rate

30
35
Accurate Tran
sc
But No Rate Re ription
quired

150
75
75

50
25
25

50

CHAPTER IV
THE STUDY 0? BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE OR BUSINESS ENGLISH
Chapters II and III have been devoted to the stLe'of shorthand and typewriting.

Regardless of how efficient

a pupil may become in these subjects unless he is well
prepared in the fundamentals of Fnglish, his work is
valueless, and his chances of advancement are limited.
In order that a more thorough or definite understanding
of the weakness found in students entering the business
world, a study was made in which the directors of the
outstanding business houses in the country were asked to
make suggestions based on their experience in working
with the product of high schools.

This information

was collected by Cameron Beck, Personnel Director, hew
York Stock Exchange.

The name of the official and remarks

are each given below.
"Mr. W. B. Williams, Personnel Directcr, The
National City Bank of New York.
"Agood course in Business Correspondence should be
exceedingly valuable. A knowledge of filing would be
helpful. I am constantly meeting young people from
secondary schools and colleged all primed, ready
to take up any work in order to get started. In
these contracts, I see an appalling picture of
vocational maldirection.
"Mr. A. H. Carver, Training Division, Industrial
Relations Department, Swift & Company, Chicago, Illinois.
"In general, the weekness shown by high school
graduates after enterinE employment may be
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classified as technical and non-technical. The
technical weakness most commonly shown by girls
entering stenographic positions are poor spelling,
faulty punctuation, and inability to realize,
rhen having trouble reading their notes, that
what they are writing does not make sense.
Mr. E. W. Kempton, Educational Director, American
Steel and Weir Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
"Our office managers have felt that graduates
from commercial courses were rather deficient in
three respects:
First, in fundamental training in elimentary
mathematics. Second, point of criticism is upon
English, including grammar, dictation, and spelling.
With the increased diversification of curricula,
much of the study of grammar has been crowded out.
Mr. H. R. Kingman, Office Manager, Electric Bond
and Share Company, New York, N. Y.
"It is my personal observation that a large
proportion of the pupils from high schools are
woefully deficient in English—particularly
English Grammar. Lost of the high schools lay
the ground work fairly well, but it is highly
important that a thorough training in English and
Fnglish Grammar be obtained. I believe many
promising young men and women are handicapped
because of the poor ground work in English
Grammar* and punctuation.
Mr. A. D. Jamieson, Vice-President, Union Guardian
Trust Company, Detroit, Michigan.
'We think perhaps there is some danger in the
tendency to rush students through the technical
work at the expense of some of the fundamentals
and believe that care should be taken to avoid
this weakness. By fundamentals, we mean accurate
use of Finglish, as evidenced in grammar,
punctuation, spelling, and compositions.
Mr. W. H. Leffingwell, President of the National
Association of Office lianagers held at Swampscott,
Massachusetts.

•
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"I feel that commercial education is about thirty
or forty years behind times. In connection with
stenographic work, it has been our experience that
it is rather exception:1 to find a girl with the
proper background in spelling and English. In
my opinion, one of the most important things for
a young man is the ability to write a good
letter, in our experience we find there are
comparatively few who can. In general I believe
we as employers should keep in closer touch with
the schools and do all we can to help them by
letting them know exactly what our requirements
are and suggest how these requirements can be filled.
Mr. Wiley A. Miller, Manager, Industrial Relations
Department, The Fisk Rubber Company, Cudahy, Wisconsin.
The ability to type also must be built upon a
reasonable comprehension of the rules of grammar
and some ability to spell. These traits the
employer often finds very weak. When these
fundamentals are weak and possibility of
superimposing trade knowledge is greatly
reduced.
Er. John S. Shaw, Manager, Safety and Service
Department, Hercules Powder Company, Wilmington,
Delaware.
"More emphasis should be placed upon good English,
spelling, mathematics, and business correspondence.
Yr. R. G. Blanc, Sullivan kachinery Company,
Claremont, hew Hampshire.
"1 believe a criticism that might apply to a
great many of our high schools would be to the
effect that they attempt to cover too many subjects
and in this way do not give the attention and
review that are necessary in the fundamental
subjects, spelling, punctuation, and construction
of sentences in writing letters.
r

Mr. Alvan E. Durr, Director of Personnel, Chatham
Phenix hational Bank and Trust Company, New York City.
"1 would suggest that Engli:ih be required the
entire four years, and that it should be taught

•e
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by the most alert an
faculty. We all ha d dynbmic members of the
ve
able to pr sent eith ideas, but few of us are
er orally or on pape
r a
small fraction of th
ose ideas.
Mr. R. H. Diament,
Personnel Director,
Scott Paper
Company, Chester, Pe
nnsylvania.
"The Commercial Hi
gh Sc
students more training hools must give their
in English as well
modern Business Corr
espondence and Spelli as
ng.
Mr. C. H. Murray,
Director, Personal Serv
ice, The
American Rolling Mill
Co., Middletown, Ohio
.
"So far as shorthan
d and typing are concer
ned,
most of the students
are sufficiently well
trained. However,
su
salutation, or compli ch little points as the
menlary closing, if no
dictated, are omitte
t
d."
Space does not perm
it all the names and
answers
given to these ques
tions, but they are ne
arly all the
same. All suggest
that English be stress
ed. Some even
suggest that a review
of the grade work be gi
ven. There
seems to be more comp
laint of the inabilit
y of the high
school student to us
e good English in b:i
th written and
spoken use than any
other subject. This
is a challenge
to the English 1-,ache
rs for most of the cr
iticism
centers around the wo
rk that students Shou
ld have had
long before they en
tered the commercial
field.
For some reason or
other students are no
t being
taught to spell, pu
nctuate, and write
a good letter.
Everyone at some ti
me must write a lett-r
, and yet we know
1

Cameron Back, "The Ke
Between Business an cessity of Closer Relations
d Schools," Department
of business
Education, Columbus,
Ohio, July 1, 1930.
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less about letter writing than any other one thing we
are supposed to be taught in the high schools.
Commercial teachers say they are forced to teach
Business English in self defense, inasmuch as the
criticism is directed at the commercial or office help.
The business men do not have an opportunity to check
up on the inabilities of the students who graduate and
never take commercial work in school.

Naturally, they

blame the commercial department for the poor material
sent into their office.
Sentiment is strongly in favor of the commercial
teacher teaching business English, as seen in Table
XXII.
TABLE XXII
TEACHERS PREFERRED BY SCHOOLS TO TEACH BUSINEZS
CORRESPONDENCE, IF TAUGHT AS A SEPARATE SUBJECT

4

Shorthand
or
Typing
Teachers
Number of
Schools
Per Cent
of
Schools

•

.
41- 4r,

250
83 1/3

RnElish
Teacher

50
16 2/3
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Table XXIII shows the schools and per cent of
schools and teachers who are teaching business
correspondence.
TABLE XXIII
SCHOOLS AND PER CENT OF SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS WHO ARE
TEACHING BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE

Number of Schools

Per Cent
of
Schools

Teachers

24

39-

Shorthand

24

39-

Typing

3

4-

10

16-

wItyptctwyroot

Principal
English

..grao,yro* .0.4"4'Ci•- "MOItir. leVI,1
1111rer4

4,11.

1414,
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The argument for the commercial teacher to teach
business correspondence is because the instructor of the
English department will likely teach from the wrong
viewoint.

The teacher of academic English is primarily

interested in "expression."

With him the important thing

is the writer's or speaker's thoughts.

On the other hand,

the teacher of business P.Taglish is primarily interested
in "impression."

With him, the important thing is the

effect upon the reader.

The teacher of literary Pnglish

desires, above all else that the student be able to expr
ess
himself in beautiful language.

The teacher of business

English desires that the student be able to infl
uence a
reader or listener to do something, whether it be to
buy
an automobile or pay a bill, grant credit, or empl
oy the
student.

Persuasion is the central theme in every business

letter, advertisement, and every oral sales talk.

It is

difficult for the average teacher of eaneral English
to
understand that a letter which is grammatically perfect
will
not necessarily produce business; but that it may,
if
psychologically incorrect, actually drive away busi
ness.
On the other hand, it is true that many commercial
teachers are lamentably weak in English.

They make frequent

mistakes in grammar, mispronounce words, end lack the
knowledge of English literature which every person
whc has
any claim to cul_ture should have.

Furthermore, it is

necessary for the tezcher of business English to be
familiar with typewriting end salesmanship if
he is to get
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the best results, as it is for the teacher of general business
to have a knowledge of bookkeeping and office practice, if
he is to present his subject in the most effective manner.
Sales letters/ letters of application, and advertising
copy (all of which are included in a modern course in
business English) are merely forms of written salesmanship.
Business reports which are also included in business English,
and the teaching of which almost recuires an all-around
knowledge of business, must not be overlooked.

In fact,

the teacher of business English who is unacquainted with
other commercial v,ork, will find himself hopelessly lost
in attempting some phases of his subject.
Our commercial teachers need a thorough training in
business English and our English teachers need it as well.
No commercial teacher can possibly teach in a few months
what should have been taught from the time the child
entered the school until he finished.
course should be in the hands of some one
who knows business and also knows English. It
shoulo not be largely a review of grade school
and junier high school English grammar and
composition. While some such review may be
necessary, the course should be worth a real
unit, because of the introduction into the use
of English in business or oral transactions,
correspondence, contracts, trade literature,
sales talk, phases of finance and investment,
and business and legal papers.
A good business English course, with the drill
necessary in elements that may be found ,
efficient, will reouire an entire year."'
A number of schools do not offer business English or
even correspondence.

,"'"‘":"1-4";.••••-Acri
,

By consulting Table XXIII, it will

"*"..:
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be seen that only 61 of the 30u schools reported courses
in
business correspondence.

The conaercial teachers who hi.,ve

felt the need of this work and even though no room
was made
for it in the curriculum have endeavored to combine it
with
transcription and typewriting.

Table XXIV shows the report of

the schools offering shorthand, typewriting, office
training,
and business correspondence.
TABLE XXIV
REPCRT OF 300 SCHOOLS OFFERING oaaaus IN SBORTHAND,
TYPEWRITING, :LAZINESS CORRESFONDENCE, AND OFFICE TRAI
NING

Shorthand

Typ.

B. C.

O. T.

Typ. Only

Number
of Schools

300

300

61

96

38

Fer Cent
of Schools

100

100

20 1/3

32 1/3

12 2/3

"Business English is an elective subject
in Louisiana
and it is suggested that it be offered to
those
schools having at least two teachers of
comm
erce.
The aim is to give the pupil speciali
zing in commercial
subjects, English training as will enable
him to
fulfill satisfactorily the demands of
his employer.
The commercial graduate Should have
/.
1.

A thorough knowledge of spelling, capi
talizati
punctuation, and the proper paragraphing and on,
arrangeLleht of a letter.

2.

The power to express himself clearly
in both
written and spoken English.

2.
oward Winters, "Ohio School Standards," Stat
e Departrvent
of Education, Columbus, 1928, p. 128.
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3.

The ability to understand
shd carry out his
employer's instructions.

"The school sl-mud giv
e
in the essentials of tec such additional training
hnical grammar that the
pupil shall be able to exp
ress himself accurately
and briefly in speech or
in
writing. They should
teach the vocabulary
of
the
bus
iness world. To
do this they must tra
in pupils in all phases of
business writing by the,2st
udy of specific problems
of the business world.
"'
"In spelling, the study
of the word lists detached
from the subject studied
should end with the
seventh or eighth grade,
tut words from the text
books and other reading of
the students should
receive study from standp
oints of both spelling
and meaning thoughout the
The pursuit of grammar and high school course.
copposition as planned
in one of the best textbo
oks may give about the
right advancement, but the
tea
cases in which the treatment cher must watch for
is too difficult, too
incomplete, or in which it
does not hol6 true with
the aims of the teacher or
the principles set forth
above. Most books give var
ied exercises, instead
of enough to estblish firmly
one sort of
discrimination at a time. The
technique of grammar
should be applied in all com
position work in order
that the followinL may
be attained:
1.

Personal and business letter
s of correct
mechanical form, the conten
t being given.

2.

The correctly spaced compos
ition page.
Paragraphing.

3.
4.
6.

3

Correct mechanical use of
the common punctuaticns.
Definite sentence sense.

6.

Correct grammatical use of the
pas
participles of difficult verbs. t tense and

7.

Clear recognition of the senten
ce as a thcAlEht
unit of a certain sort.

S.

AppreLension of the subject and
its qualifying
words, and the predicates and
its adjuncts.

Chas. 7. Truan, "Course cf
Study for 'ouieiana High Sch
ools,"
B,aletin Lo. 29, State Depart
ment of Lducaticn, ryaton Rou
ge,
September 16, 193. p. 126.

40.
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Kinds, forms and common relationship
s of nouns.
ID.

Correct forms of pronouns when subjec
t, predicate,
object.

U.

Present, past and present perfect of
verbs, always
in a sentence.

12.

Production of business letters which
fully meet
the needs cf ordinary peop19's bus
iness l Isithout
imitatinc:. any set wording."'

Grammar and composition are carried
through the Ohio
schools for seventh, eit,hth, nin
th, and tenth years.
The objectives of business Englis
h as set forth in
the South Dakota Course of Stu
dy are as follows:
1. Ability to convey in busine
ss interc
the listener or reader the exact ideourses to
a in the
mind of the speaker or writer.
2.

To teach the student to use the mos
t effective
language for business.

3.

To choose proper words for defini
te tone of
letters.

4.

To show whet forceful expression is.

5.

To learn to spell those words whi
ch are in the
everyday vocabulary of business.

6.

To avoid the use of slang.

7.

To compare the merits cf long wor
ds and short
words.

8.

To use language of current usage,
national and
reputable.

9.

To be able to speak appropriately
to the occasion,
in private and in public.

10.

To acquire knowledge of spelling,
capitalization,
syllabication, abbreviations and con
simple punctuation, a reasonable worktractioss,
inL,
vocabulary.

4 Cli
o High School Standards, P. 5.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

To appreci
61
ate shades of
meaninL betw
een words.
Ability to
select and use
the proper an
d best words
Ability to
.
use words hav
ing suggestive
power.
Ability to
use words givi
effectivenes
n6 clearness
s.
of expressi
ons,
Knowledge of
the oommand
of synonyms.
Knowledge of
derivatives. prefixes, suffixes, roo
ts, and

Ability to a
nalyze langua
ge.
18. Knowledg
e of meaning
and use of c
syllables.
ommon root
19. Use of
the dictiona
ry to increas
e vocabulary
20. Abilit
.
y to convey
in business i
the listener
nterco
mind of the or reader the exact idea urse to
speaker or wr
in the
iter.
21. To kno
w
at makes a go
od business l
etter good.
22. Ability
to dictate b
usiness lette
rs.
23. To kno
w correct fo
rms of the bu
siness lett
er.
24. Ability
to write le
t
ters of appli
recommendati
cation and
on.
25. To say
well what yo
u have to sa
y in a few w
26. Ability
ords.
to write for
mal letters i
n correct fo
27. Abilit
rm.
y to indicat
e enclosures
properly.
28. "Habit
of using ref
erence initi
als.
29. Ability
to wr
news letters ite semi-professional l
etters or
and sales le
tters.
30. Ability
to wr
orders, inqu ite letters acknowledgi
ng
ir
information, y, advertisements, seek remittances,
in
c
recoainendatio omplaint, introduction, g
r.
seeking
,
t
e
s
timc:da
letters of t
han, adjust l letters, resignation,
letters, sat
ment, re;)ly
es letters.
to collecti
on
31. To punc
tuate correc
tly and in be
st forii.,s.
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32.

Knowledge of any ability to nxrm plurals of nouns

33.

Ability to indicate possession correctly.

34.

Ability to use adverbs correctly.

35.

Knowledge of and ability to use in best places,
simple, complex, and compound sentences.

36.

Ability to handle correspondence in files.

37.

To interpret and correct errors common in
business writing. General knowledge of and
ability to use printer's proof marks.

38.

Ability to edit manuscripts.

39.

General knowledge of systems of filing in use
at the present time in most business offices.

40.

Knowledge of and ability to operate duplicating
machines.

41.

Knowledge of and ability to operate
addressographs. Ability to operate letter
openers and sealers.
5
Ability to operate dictaphones."

42.

Inasmuch as most of the requirements of the other
states are similar to South Dakota, space will not be
taken to list individually the requirements--all of which
are included in the source offered by South Dakota.
As shown on page

only sixty-one schools offer

courses in business correspondence.

Judging from criticisms

offered by the business men and teachers of shorthand and
typing, there seems to be a demand for offering the course,
but the problem of placement arises.

Some of the states

offer it in the junior year, others in the Senior year.
5
1. D. Weeks, "Commercial Course of Study pr. South Dakota
Secondary Schools, 6
- fulletin No. 10, State Depertment of
Zducation, 1953, pp. 144-146.

A few offer it in
the Freshman year
.
skip the Sophomor
e year.
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Nearly all states

TABLE XXV
THE NUMBER AND FE
R CENT OF 300 SCHO
OLS OFI.HING AND PR
ELS1-:;i.SS ENGLISH
EFERRING
IN EACH OF THE FOUR
HIGH SCHOOL YEARS

Freshman
Schools
Offering
Business
English

3

Per Cent

8

Teachers
Preferring
Business
Fnglish
Per Cent

10

3

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

2

13

41

3

21

66

0

90

200

0

30
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(Table XXV gives
a summary of the
re
330 teachers wh
o reported on this port of
subject.)
All commercial te
achers are of the
opinion that
business correspo
ndence should be
offered even if it
is
not being tau ht
in their schools.
Realizing how terr
ibly
handicapped they
are in trying to
teach advanced dict
ation
to pupils whose
English is poor)
they have resorted
to
using a part of
the class period
for instruction of
these
students in some
of the vital po
ints.
As to the advisabi
lity of reviewing th
e elementary
and high school
English) it seems
that more pressure
be

brought to bear up
on the regular English te
achers and
they should be forc
ed to teach the fundamenta
ls of gnglish.
This should be done
not only because the teac
her of
business gnglish do
es not have ti:fle to teac
h all that
should have been iz
ught the several years
of the child's
school life, but for
the sake of the others
who never take
business gnglish and
who yet will write lett
ers and express
themselves on paper.
After considerable re
search one is forced to
the
conclusion that there
is nowhere to be found
a more powerful
motivating force in
business communication th
an the
business letter. It
most nearly
proaches the universal.
At one time or anothe
r every person who has
anything to do
with the daily rout
ine of business, or even
the daily
routine of life, mu
st sooner or later, an
d sometimes with
much frequency,
mpose business letters.
It is not a
hazardous statement to
suggest that there are
literally
millions of people
directly engaged in, or
associated with
a business who would
willingly pay good cold
cash today
for the secret of ho
w to write a better busi
ness letter.
Common sense sugges
ts that if we prescrib
e as an
educational reouirem
ent straight English comp
osition,
which(in its form of
pure expression) not mo
re than five
per cent or so of
our school graduates wi
ll ever use,
then with equal cert
ainty we are obliged to
prescribe as
an educational requirem
ent business letter wr
iting, a form
of oompositice whic
h perhaps ninety-five
per c. -rit of our
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school graduates will, throughout their lives, be forced
to use.
If it is the purpose of education to prepare students
to do more satisfactorily the desirable things which they
are doing and will be called upon to do, business
correspondence ranks high in the selected lists of preferred
subjects.

Everyone, regardless of his occupation, will

in the future write letters and express himself on paper.
Even children in the grades engage in letter writinL

NOW.

Many will write business letters with marked frequency.

Not

a small number will earn their entire livelihood through
the writing of letters.

It would, therefore, seem that

the study of business letters and the related forms of
writing should not be limited solely to those who know they
will earn their living in business occupations, but should
also be made available to all other students.

The trend

of educational opinion substantiates this judgment.

It

would be just as easy for the sentences and paragraphs and
letters used to illustrate points throughout the course
be take', out of the heart of 4:%merican business.

From

the very nature of the course it is a mistake to incorporate
a line from Gray's Elegy, if an equally apt illustration
may be secured from an advertisement of the Crosley
Refrigerator Company or a line from an Encyclopedia
Britannic& sales letter.
Both the academic teacher and the commercial teacher
will recorglize this approach as in strict agreement with

6, • •eao

Mr.r.•••,.

the modern trend.

There is coming to be a no
table tendency
for the teacher of
academic
mposition to use letter
writini:
; situations as th
e basis for motivating in
struction
in English composit
ion. In one of the larg
e cities, the
head of the English
department wrote the su
pervisor of
commercial education
that he had decided that
the knowledge
required of the stud
ents by the commercial
teacher would
be good for all studen
ts. For years the teac
hers of
academic compositions
have found it profitable
to borrow
Interesting examples
of business letters.
Shorthand teachers su
ggest that students wh
o are poor
in spelling and punc
tuation should not be
allowed to take
shorthand until they
first acquire a better
knowledge of
these subjects, and
yet they find the fail
ures in the
advanced shorthand cl
asses caused froie Englis
h and spelling.
They say the English
teachers take from onehalf to
three-fourths of the
pupil's time. It is no
t the shorthand
that causes them to
fail but they can not
proauce the
accurate transcripts
because they can not sp
ell and
punctuate. Those who
are accurate in these
subjects make
rapid progress in th
eir advanced dictation.
Commercial
teachers say there
is a need for a drill on
a few certein
princiules of grammar
to be stressed until th
e students aria
sure of themselves.
This belongs in the ac
ademic English
department. They cl
aim that all down the li
ne, the EnElish
teachers pass the "buc
k." Each blames the on
e in the grade
below him for :tine stud
ent not knowing these
tninge.
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Requirements should be made and students made to meet them.
Especially should this be true of the work required of high
school pupils.

They are old enough to understand the needs

and What the purposes are.

Commercial teachers suggest

that no high school student be allowed to progress from
one grade to another in Rnglish until he has mastered
the requirements for that grade, even if he has to stay
in school six years instead of four.

They say the English

teachers claim they are urged by the principals to pass
them whether or not they ale prepared.
If teachers must promote pupils whose achievement in
the mechanics of grzlish is poor as measured by the
teachers' marks and standardized objective tests, they
should be admitted to shorthand only with the definite
understanding that they make definite progress in
removing these defects in English.

It is advised they

be placed in drill sections(non-credit work).
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CHAPTER V
THE STUDY OF OFFICE TRAIEltG
The need of office training or office practice as it
is sometimes termed is another vital point in the preparing
the pupils for satisfactory and competent employees.

The

Senior year has been recommended by all teachers and
State Courses of Study as the best time to offer the course.
This is because all students will have had enough
typewriting to enable them to do the work.

The shorthand

students will be ready for the transcribing of shorthand
notes and putting into actual practice their shorthand.
Lissouri recommends office practice for the Senior
Year but useful to the Junior.

It is an elective course.

"All pupils who expect to enter business through
the office as bookkeeper, general clerical worker,
or stenographer, should take this course, to get
a first-hand impression of office procedure." 1
"Students should be encouraged to visit places of
business for information and report to class.
Business men should be asked to talk to the class
on appropriate subjects as "Office Ethics" or
"How Checks are Cleared." Agents and salesmen
should be asked to demonstrate office equipment
to the class. The student should get all the
practice correspondence possible. They should
be encouraged to get employment on Saturdays.
Graduates should be followed up to see how they
are succeeding with their work." 2

1

Chas. A. Lee, "Course of Study in Junior and Senior
High Schools of Lissouri," Bulletin ho. 14, Department
of Education, JeffersoL City, 1229, p. 49.

2

Ibid., p.54.

,

,
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New Hampshire sugges
ts this course should be op
en to
those pupils who ha
ve comnleted a year of Sten
ography and
Typewriting or a year
of Typewriting alone prior
to the
Senior year.
"During the senior ye
ar the pupils who are
studying stenogrsphy
an typewriting or simply
typewriting, should be d
given many opportunities
for applying their
powers to numerous office
activities. These may
well include the following:
1. "Taking dictatio
n and transcribing busine
ss
letters or block materi
al requiring extension
and application of prin
ciples of stenography
and typewriting. Stud
ents who have had no
shorthand should have pr
ac
dictation directly on th tice in taking
e
machine. This may also
be a help to shorthan
d students. Pupils who
have studied shorthand,
should have practice
in writing at once on
the typewriter material
as dictated.
2.

"Typing from copy.

3.

"Practice in writing lett
ers from brief notes
on previous correspond
ence upon which notes ha
ve
not been made.

4.

"Consideration and prac
ti
connection with outgoing ce of duties in
and incoming mail.
5. "Practice in fillin
g out bu
business papers, such as siness forms and
leases, and mortgage
s.
6. "Practice in oper
ating office machines.
1.

Duplicating machines
a. Mimeograph
b. Adding machine
c. Calculating mach4nes
d. Billing machines
e. Lultiple register
f. :Dookkeeping machines

7.

"Cutting stencils.

8. "Interviewing busi
ness callers.
9. "Using the telephon
e, sendipg telegrams,
nic,ht
letters.

0.114,10110"...

10.

"Making remittances by
postal express and te draft, cashier's check,
le
certificate of deposi graph money orders,
t. traveler's checks
.
11. "Practice
in performing accoun
ting duties
frequently performed
by
cl
er
ks
in smPll
such as posting, ch
ecking, verifying fi offices,
gu
discounts, costs, ma
king inventories, pr ring
statesents.
eparing
12.

"Making out orders,
keeping payrolls and
making out vouche
ti
rs
an
d performing statisti me,
work." ‘)
cal

The South Dakota
Course of Study for
Secondary Schools
was published in 19
23. Inasmuch as th
is course is of a
very recent revisi
on and full and comp
lete, the entire
is given here. Th
is covers practica
lly all that is
offered in the othe
r states.
An Occupational Su
rv
Curriculum Committee ey made by the Commercial
commercial graduates revealed that a large number of
in the State of Sout
were doing general
h Dakota
office work, non-st
nature. The survey
enographic in
for this type of wo also showed that no preparation
rk was being offere
d
these students and
also a number of no to prepare
n-commercial
students who were
A practical course also doing general office work.
in
seems to fill a defi , Office Training, therefore,
nite need.
"This is a one-seme
st
for the 5enior year er elective course designed
for students who ha and should especially be urged
ve not had a course
:susiness informatio
in Elementary
n.
as a follow up course It should also be taught
shorthand and typewr in larger high schools where
iting are taught in
in the eleventh and
twelfth year. A sm conjunction
all high school
should not attempt
to
taking this course sh offer this course. Students
one semester of type ould have completed at least
writing.

3. H. P. Sweet, "P
rogram
of rew Hampshire, Pa of Studies for the Public Schools
rt VII, Prectical Ar
ts, Comuerce
Concord, State Board
of Education, 192,
pp. 78, 72,.
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"The most important thing in this course
is to
connect it up as much as possible with actu
al
business practice. The teacher should see
to
it that the student make as many business
contacts
as possible. This may be accomplished thro
ugh
interviews, visiting, talks to the class by
business and professional men of the communit
y.
"The objectives of the course should be
to give
students an understanding, efficiency and
marketable skill in the performing of offi
ce tasks
and duties which are commonly entrusted to
general office workers. To give students an
understanding of those fundamental principles of
business which everyone should know. To develop
such personal traits, habits, and characterist
ics
ES will make for advancement and
success.
"There are seventeen recommended teaching
units.
Unit I.

Function and Development of the Office
This unit is to consist of study, reference
reading, and general class discussions of
the history, and development of the office,
and the functions, purposes and importance
of the office.

Unit II.

Duties of Office Workers
This unit consists of a brief survey of the
types of work and the kinds of duties that
will be expected of the general office worker.
kention and probably brief discussions of the
units and topics in the following course of
study may be had.

One or two recitation

periods may be devoted to this.
Unit III.Office Personnel
This unit coL,
,ists of discussion of the
,
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personnel of the office and somewhat of their
respective duties that will be expected of
the general office worker.

kention and

probably brief discussion of the personnel
of the office and somewhat of their
respective duties and relationship to each other.
The discussion should include the following:
A.

President and Higher Executives

B.

Office kanager

C.

General Office Workers

D.

Secretaries

E.

Stenographers

F.

Bookkeepers

G.

Office and Messenger Boys

Unit IV. Personal Traits
This unit will be devoted to discussion of the
personal traits, oualities, characteristics
and attitudes that make for success and advancement
in the business world.

Students should know

what the desirable traits are, and then should
be encouraged to cultivate them.

The projects

to be worked out through the course will provide
opportunities for putting into practice many of
the points of these discussions:
A.

Willingness

B.

Cheerfulness

C.

Honesty

4"*""-,•

T3
D.

Alertness

E.

Thrift

F.

Care of Body and Health

G.

Neetness in Dress and Appear
ance

H. Attention to Details
I.

Devotion to and Interest in One's
Work

J. Loyalty to Employer and
Co.-workers
K. Sprit of Co-operation
Unit V.

Office Etiquette and Conduc
t
After discussions of this
unit, students should
know proper office etique
tte and propriety of
manner and conduct towards:
A.

Employee's Superiors

B.

Co-workers

C.

Inferior Workers

D.

Using Office Time for Person
al
Visits and Telephone Conver
sations

E.

Using the Company's Property
or
Supplies for Personal Use
1.

Stationery

2.

Stamps

3.

Automobiles and delivery
Trucks

4.

Typewriters and office machin
es

5.

Minor office supplies, such
as ink, pens.

SugEested Projects For Units IV
and V
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Have students write for or obtain fro
m business concerns
their rules of conduct for employees
. Have students write
a code of ethics for the office wor
ker. This may be
adopted by the class after discus
sion and revision.
Unit VI. The Personal Interview
This unit should stress the import
ance of making
a successful interview, acquaint the
students
with the proper methods, and furnis
h enough
practice to enable them to appear
to advantage
at an interview.
A.

B.

Purpose of the Interview
1.

Selling

2.

Soliciting

3.

Delivering messages

4.

Applying for a position

Important Points Regarding the Int
erview
1.

Value of first impression

2.

Announcing one

3.

What to do while waiting

4.

How to make the approach

5.

How to interrupt a person when
busy

6.

Courtesy

7.

Frankness

8.

Interest shown in the concer
n and

self upon arrival

desire to work.
Suggested Projects for Unit VI
Every possible way should be
made throughout the
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course to provide the students with opportunities for
interviews with other teachers, the principal and
superintendent, business and professional men on the
community, etc.
1.

The following may be helpful suggestions:

Send students to other teachers while they
are having a class for books, information,
etc.

2.

Have students interview business men, city
and school.
a.

Solicit support for school activities

b.

Sell advertising for school paper

c.

Get permission for school parade

The importance of courtesy, tactfulness, etc., in
making a favorable impression should be stressed.
Unit VII.

The Position
The purpose of this unit is to acquaint the
student with the various ways and methods
of securing employment.

it is pg_aced near

the beginning of the semester to encourage
the students to look and plan ahead, and it
may help some of them to have positions to
go into as soon as school closes.

Following

are topics for discussion:
A.

Learning of a Position
1.

Placement Bureaus
a. School placement officer
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b. Typewriter Companies
c. Federal employment agencies
d. City and State employment agencies
e. Private enployment agencies
f. Employment departments of
business concerns

B.

2.

Civil Service Examination

3.

Classified Advertisements

4.

Opportunities through friends

Securing the Position
1. Letter of Application
a. Letter inquiring for a position
b. Answering want ads
c. Filling out application blanks
2. Personal interview

Suggested Projects for Unit VII
1. Encourage students to be on the
alert
for possible future openings
2. Have students interview personall
y
the employment managers of business
concerns in town where they would
particularly like to work.
Unit VIII. The Business Letter
The importance of this unit can be
hardly
overestimated as practically everyone
sometime
during his life will have to write bus
iness letters.
ik:any office wnrkers are asked bv the
ir employers to
write letters for them and a good gro
utdmort la

"r•C

Ingrr."
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business letter writing will be a valuable aid
towards promotion.

Of course it will be necessary

if the student is advanced to office mana
ger or
kind of an executive.
A.

Importance of the Business Letter

B.

Composition of the Business Letter

C.

1.

Clearness

2.

Courtesy

3.

Completeness

4.

Conciseness

5.

Correctness

Types of Business Letters
1.

Sales Letters

2.

Letters of Inquiry

3.

Letters of Acknowledgement

4.

Letters of Adjustment

5.

Claim Letters

6.

Letters of Application

7.

Collection Letters

8.

Credit Letters

9.

Official Letters

10.
D.

Letters of Recommendation

Mechanics of the Business Letter
I.

Stationery and Letterheads

2.

Arrangement of the Letter

3.

Proper Grammar and Punctuation

any
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4.

Parts of the Letter

5.

Styles of Letters

Suggested Projects for Unit
VIII
1.

Have students write letters of
inquiry
to different schools and colleg
es,
business concerns, asking for
some
information in which they are
interested.
It may be an answer to an
advertisement.
These letters should be before
the class
and approved before they are
mailed. The
replies are to be studied in
class both
for content and mechanics.

2.

Have students write letters to
business
concerns in town where they thi
nk they
would like to work, inquiring
about
possibility of vacancies by the
time
school is out.

3.

Have students follow the let
ter with a
personal interview.

4.

Have students write formal let
ters of
application and file them with
the
business concerns for considera
tion
in case of vacancies near the
close
of school.

5.

Have students compose and write
replies
to want ads.

6.

Kost all types of letters can
be

"!--7./els/•

•

1
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connected directly with the student's
interests.
7.

Always stress the "you" attitude in
business letters.

S.

Bring in some member of the advanced
shorthand class and have each member
of the office training class dictate
letters to them.

These should

criticise the letters when returned.
This puts the student in the position
of mensaer and is also excellent
practice for the stenographic students.
Unit IX.

Mail

This unit has to do with the office worker's duties
regarding the mail.
A.

E.

Incoming Mail
1.

Opening the mail (envelop opener)

2.

Checking enclosures, addresses, etc.

3.

Sorting mail for different persons

4.

Delivering "Dersonsl" mail (unopened)

Outgoing Mail
1.

Affixing signatures

2.

Checking enclosures

3.

Folding letters; sealing and
stamping envelopes

4.

Filing carbon copies
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C.

Mailing Letters
1.

Postage Rates
a.

Domestic mail

b. Foreign mail
D.

E.

Safeguardirg Lail
1.

Insuring mail

2.

Registering mail

3.

Tracing lost mail

Parcel Post
1.

Domestic parcel post

2.

Foreign parcel post

F. Speeding the Mail
1.

Fast mail trains

2.

Air mail

3.

Special delivery

G.

Mailing in large Quantities

H.

Classification of Vail
1.

First class

2.

Second class
Third class

4.
Unit X.

Fourth class

Filing
A.

General Discussion:
Importance of Filing
1.

Spindle

2.

Box

3.

rlat

Principles and
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4.

Clip

5.

Shannon

6.

Vertical
a.

Alphabetic System
1.

Guides

2.

Folders

3.

Alphabetizing

4.

Sorting

b.

Numeric System

C.

Geographic System

d.

Subject System

Suggested Projects for Unit X
1.

Information about filing may be secured
from manufacturers or dealers.

2.

Visits should be arranged to offices
where different systems are in use.

3.

Have students suggest filing systems
for school office, etc.

Unit XI. Use of Telephone
A.

How to use Telephone Directories
1.

General City Directories

2,

Classified Business Directories
Information

B.

Haw to use the Telephone
Importance of courtesy, tone of voice
2.
•.••

Lpeaking clearly and distinctly
Calling the operator

•
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C.

4.

Beginning the conversation

5.

Direct calls

6.

Indirect calls

7.

Answering a call

8.

Taking the message

9.

Making a long distance call

10.

Sending a telegram

11.

Calling from a Pay Booth

12.

Making emergency calls
a.

Fire

b.

Police

c.

Ambulance

Miscellaneous Telephone
1.

Monthly bills

2.

Individual telephone lines

3.

Party lines

4.

Private Pranch Exchange Switchboard

5.

Telephone Equipment

6.

Monthly bills

Suggested Projects for Unit XI
A.

Machines Having to do with Correspondence
1. Envelope Openere
2.

Dictating Machines

3.

Writing Machines

4.

Duplicating kachines
a.

Letter Press

b.

Carbon Copies
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c.

Mineographs
Multigraphs
Addressing Machines
Printing Presses

g. Gelatin Duplicators

B.

5.

Folding Machines

6.

Sealing Machines

Machines Having to do with Financial Departme
nt
1.

Posting Machines

2.

Adding Machines

3.

Billing Machines

4.

Calculators

5.

Bookkeeping Machines

6.

Cash Register

Suggested Projects for Unit XII
1.

Demonstration may be had by representatives
of companies handling office machines.

2.

Instruction should be individual.

Unit XIII. Reference Books
A.

General Discussion of Reference Books
and Importance of Knowing how and where
to find the information

B. Directories
1.

Business Directories
a. City Directories
b. Classified Business Directories
c. County Directories

d. State Directories
Nations? Business Directories

e.

and Encyclopedias
f.

Telephone Directories

g.

Cooperation Directories

2.

Social Directories

3.

Miscellaneous Directories
a.

Lists of city teachers

b.

Lists of school
superintendents

c.
C.

Club directories, etc.

Reference Books
1. Dictionaries
2.

Reliable Textbooks on Grammar
and Business Subjects

3.

Gazetteers
a.

State Gazetteers

b.

World Gazetteers

4.

Atlases

5.

Who's Who

6.

Catalogues

7.

Official Postal Guido

8.

Credit Reference Books
a.

9.

Dunn's and Bradstreet

Business Journals
a.

General Business Journals

b.

Special Business Journals
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10.

Maps and Time Tables

11.

Bibliographies

Suggested Projects for Unit XIII
1.

Copies of all these books
should be made available so
students can actually use
them.

Unit XIV.

Business Forms
A.

Proper method of writing, signing and
filling business forms

B.

Definition, purpose, nature and uses of
the following business forms:
1.

Checks

2.

Promissory Notes

3.

Drafts

4.

Certified Checks

5.

Cashier's Checks

6.

Bills

7.

Statements

8. Bills of Lading
9.

Receipts

10.

Time Cards

11.

Pay Rolls

12.

Invoices

13.

Money Orders

Suggested Projects for Unit XIV
1.

Blank forms should be secured
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for all these business forms and
each student should fill in
enough of them with the
typewriter and pen to be
easily familiar with them.
2.

A great deal of billing
should be done.

Unit W. Legal Papers
A. Lease
B.

Contracts

C. Bill of Sale
D.

Deeds

E.

Insurance Policies
1.

Life

2.

Property

3.

Health

4.

Accident

F.

Will

G.

Tax Receipts

H.

Mortgages

I.

Filling in

J.

Binding

K.

Endorsing

L.

Registering

suggested Projects for Unit XY
1.

Students should be sxDplied
with sctual form of thiE psp(a.
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and should fill out and execute
them.
2.

Stress danger of signing any
kind of paper without fully
understanding it.

3.

The legal aspect of these papers
should be discussed.

4.

Stress importance of registering
deeds, mortgages, etc.

Unit XVI.

Telegrams, Cablegrwrls and Wireless Service
A.

Telegraph Service
1.

How telegrams are sent

2.

Telegraph forms

3.

Services rendered

4.

b.

(1)

Messages

(2)

Telegraph forms

(3)

Messenger service

(4)

Calling a Messenger

Classes of Service
(1)

Telegram.

(2)

VightMessages

(3)

Day Letters

(4)

Night Lettzrs

5.

Telegraph Rates

6.

Time Differences

Cablegrams
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C.

Code Systems

D.

Wireless and Marine Service

E.

Preparing the kessage
1.

Composition
(1) Brevity

2.

(2)

Legibility

(3)

Clarity

Duplicating the Lessage
(1)

Original

(2) Duplicator
(3)

Triplicators

F.

Liability of Company for Errors

G.

Long-Distance Service
1.

Development of Long-Distance
Service

2.
Unit XVII.

Cost of Long-Distance Service

koney and Banking
A.

Banks
1.

Definition and function of banks

2.

Organization and personnel of
banks
(1) Stockholders
(2)

President and Vice
President

(3)

Cashier and Assistant
Cash:ler

(4)

Tellers and Eookkeepers
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3.

Bank Statements

4.

Banking
(1)

Opening an account with a
bank

(2)

Making out deposit slips

(3)

How to present deposit
slip to banker

(4)

Checking up a bank account

(5)

Precaution in handling
money

(6)

Miscellaneous banking
procedure

B.

a.

Bank charges

b.

Bank interest

c.

Bad checks

d.

Overdrafts

Savings and investments
1.

Reasons for Saving

2.

Wise Spending

3.

Methods of Saving
(1) Savings Bank
(2)

School Savings Bank

(3)

Postal Savinc-s Bank

(4)

U. S. Treasury Certificate

(5)

Building and Loan

(6)

Life Insurance
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4.

Investments
(1) Dangers of Hoarding
(2) Types of Investment
bonds
b. Stocks
c. Life Insurance
d. Beal Estate
e. klortgages
(3) Considerations
a. Safety
b. Income
c. Convertibility

Educators differ to the content and even the name
of the subject frequently spoken of an "office practice,"
As generally taught, this subject is confined to the
office duties of the stenographer, and it is sometimes
called "stenographic office practice" or "secretarial
practice." 4
"There is a growing feeling, however, that a
course in office practice would be useful to the
bookkeeper and general clerical worker. Hence, some
authorities advocate changing the nature of the
subject so as to eliminate all work which would
be of interest to stenographers only, and to
include Liore material which would be of use to
stenographers, bookkeepers, and general clerical
workers alike. Other authorities advocate two
distinct office practice courses, one for stenographers,

4. I. D. Weeks, "Commercial Course of Study for
Secondary
schools," State of South Dakots, Department of Public
Instruction, Bulletin 1o. 10, 1933, pp.208-219.
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and one for bookkeepers and general clerical
workers. Theoretically, I believe the letter
plan to be the better, although it is difficult
to
into practice in small high schools.
"One semester is sufficient for office practice.
As it is a skill subject1 it should be offered
near the end of the curriculum. A few schools
combine a third year of typewriting with office
practice and extend the combined course over the
entire twelfth year. 5
RUth P. Holmdahl of Fullerton, California made a
thorough study of the teaching of office practice in the
public schools of the United States.

In spite of the fact

that the creation of new machinery, labor-saving devices,
and other irventions have been perfected, mass
production has come into being, population had increased,
and business expanded until the complexity of present-day
organization has demanded a complete new body of methodb
and technique that the successful office worker must master
if he expects to attain success, a surprisingly low total
of schools in the United States offer training in office
practice.

California and Pennsylvania being far in the

lead in total schools.
"A great demand has been created for well-trained
workers in numerous types of work outside the
limits of correspondence and bookkeeping or within
those fields where specialization has taken 0.ace.
The well-trained stenoLrapher or bookkeeper is
usually called upon to perform a wide range of

5

R. G. Walter, "Curriculum kaking,* TIe B4j.2ice f.7het,
Vol. 14, ics. 9 (KLY,
9.
P-
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ition to the taking
miscellaneous duties in add
the actual
and transcribing of dictaticn or of trained workers
practice of keeping books. Lack has led to controversy
ons
to fill these clerical positi public school offering
over the inadequacy of present these needs. This
in commercial education to meet changes that the
n
controversy has prompted certai h the rapid change
wit
up
t
kep
not
has
public school
and girls are not being
in organization, and that boys outside the now
adequately trained for business
iting, and
limited fields of shorthand, typewr s, it is
charge
bookkeeping. Because of these
of present office
tus
sta
ct
necessary that the exa
ools be ascertained.
practice training in public sch
purpose of
The investigation was made for the ior high
sen
discovering just what the public doing at the
are
tes
Sta
schools of the United
office workers." 6
present time to train potential
dents do not take
Of course it is true that all stu
n someone may advance the
typewriting and shorthand. The
ght the office training
argument as to how can they be tau
gest that in large
part of the course. Teachers sug
dily and ideally be taken
schools this adjustment can rea
classes for each group,
care of by organizing separate
course for the secretarial
thus offering an office practice
up, and one for the
group; one for the bookkeeping gro
clerical group.
ever we reach the
They are of the opinion that if
rical work, the office
ideal point in training for cle
ess be extended over a period
practice course will doubtl
rs, allowing for specialization.
of one and one-half or two yea
be taken now is a full-year
But one great step that needs to

6

of Office Practice,"
Ruth P. Holmdahl, "Teaching
ho. 2 (October, 1S:.:1).
The Balance Sheet, Vol. 13,
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course to be given in every high school.

The senior

year is the one in which most all of the teachers and
schools suggest it be placed.

It is the opinion of the

teachers and business men that this should not be confined
only to secretarial or stenographic students.

Many

stggest that students who do not write shorthand be
taught some of the other phases of the office work.

That

it should be required and proper adjustments made to
take care of special needs and interests of all business
students.
In conference with teachers it is found that the
majority of office training courses are offered for one
semester.

The number of pupils taking office practice

or office training is extremely law (33-1/3%), compared
to those taking one commercial subject and those
majoring in commerce.

In most schools there is little

possibility of acquiring skill in any office duties in
spite of the aim of developing skill.
time is too limited.

The amount of

The mimeograph is the machine on

which instruction is given in the largest number of
schools teaching the use of office machines.

Only

approximately one-third of the schools teaching the use
of office machines give instruction on any other type of
machine than the mimeograph.

In some schools the must

frequently used are calculating and adding machines.
These short courses in high schools lesd some
administrators to speak cf our secondary commercial
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courses as "clerical mills" and "educational repair shops."
When a pupil has completed these courses, he has received
only the very elementary rudiments of training.

Under

present business conditions, his job becomes a blind
alley job, for the business world is not willing to teach
him to do the things that he should have learned in school.
The sentiment now seems to be that the secondary education
wrongs the taxpayers, who support the schools, when it
is partial to college preparation.

We should remember

that, under the stress of modern economic conditions,
a subject cannot remain in the curriculum merely because
of tradition, especially if there are other subjects
tht better serve the community.
In this research it is found that sentiment is
very much against the type of secretarial practice which
we frequently find and which is nothing more than another
transcription class

unaer

a different name.
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CHAPTER VI.
SUMMARY AND COICCLUZIOV
Table II shows the number and percentage of 300
schools starting typewriting in each of the four high school
years.

The JuLior and Sophomore years are the most

popular.

The trend now seems to be to the Sophomore rather

than the Junior as the logical place to start typewriting.
This probably for two reasons.
1. Judging from the past experiences of teachers
who have tried out the development for speed in both
letters and straight copy, it seems best that before the
student starts transcription, that is required for perfect
work, that he acquire skill on plain copy first.

There

is a tendency to undo what the teacher has been trying
to build up in habits and skills in typewriting, when the
student tries to hand in perfect transcripts before he has
acouired a fair degree of skill and accuracy on plain copy
and letter forms.
2. Students cannot acquire speed in only one year.
Sixty words are regarded as a high rate of speed for two
years of typing.

Table X reveals that schools are not

stressing enough speed for students who are finishing school.
As

as brought out in the report of Bessie A. Young, this

was one of t'ne suggestions stressed by the stenographers and
secretaries.

It is found that in many schools no standard
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requirements are had.
Table VI shows that only 50% of the teachers stress
figures and signs and 1250' do not stress them at all.

In

office training, it is found that the typists have to use
these figures and symbols constantly.

It seems that the

teachers of typewriting should place more emphasis on the
mastery of these keys.
Table IX reveals the fact that 70% of teachers do not
use letterheads and business forms as supplementary
materials.

This leaves students ignorant of the proper

adjustments to make when they go into the office if they
are not taught in the schools.
an apprentice.

The employer is not seeking

He expects thz: -tudent to have a fair

knowledge of the fundamentals after finishing school.
It is found in this study that many schools do not
offer a course in business English but that the shorthand
and typing teachers arb teaching it in connection with
typewriting and shorthand.
only 20—l/3

It is also found that while

of the schools offer business English, 60%

of the teachers prefer it to be taught in the Senior year.
It is not the purpose of this investigation to
attempt to develop an integrated course of study of
shorthand, typewriting, business correspondence, and
office training.

To do that would require much time and

effort and should be the basis for further research.
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It is found in this study that a number of schools are
already combining one or more of these subjects.
300 schools reportin,

Of the

in 50 the shorthand teacher was

combining business correspondence with advanced dictation;
in 50 the shorthand teacher was combining office training with
advanced dictation; in 62 the typewriting teecher was
combining office training with typewriting and business
correspondence; in 12 the typewriting teacher was combining
typewriting, business correspondence, and office training,
as well as supervising the transcription.

Seventy-two

teachers reported that there should be a combination of
these courses taught by typewriting or shorthand teachers.
A few suggestions and recommendations are given here
as a foundation from which someone may begin to work on
further research in this matter.
1. Organize the commercial courses into a logical
sequence with definite prerequisites and correlate subjects
constantly throughout the course.
2. Eliminate the overlapping of subjects.

These

subjects should be correlated and offered as one course if
possible.

Material may be classified into three groups.

a. That to be stressed until skill is required.
b. That to be studied thoroughly until the technical
parts are mastered.
c. That to be mentioned briefly for general information,
yet enouq:h required that the desired result will
be obtained.
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will be
It seems that a rearrangement of the courses
necessary.

ect
Typewriting should be a Sophomore subj

al
with a year devoted to the learning of the mechanic
skills and habit formations.
in the Junior year.

ShortIvnd may be introduced

This would allow for the completion

ption while the
of the typing manual and beginning transcri
al. The typewriting
student was still on the shorthand manu
speed on plain
students would also acquire a good rate of
copy and letter forms.

The Senior year should be given

over to office training.

This would be a combined course

ndence, and
including typewriting, business correspo
transcription of shorthand.

The dictation should be given

the same way.
in an office atmosphere and transcribed in
e in the office
Everything that a stenographer would writ
should be given in this course.

All kinds of office

required to
machinery should be taught and each student
could do so with
learn to manipulate the machines until he
accuracy.
every two
Students might study a different business
weeks.

d be taken
Waterial taken from this business coul

and transcribed.

This would do away with the monotonous

daily practice in senior shorthand.

The demand for

dictation is not just a text book course.

The material

depositions, letters
should consist of legal matter, such as
fields of polit7:.cs,
from business houss, dictation from the
found that many
history, religion, and literatare. It is
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suggest that teachers compose some of the letters as they
dictate, hesitating, crossing out, and repeating
as the dictator in the office sometimes does.

words

This

would give the dictation more of an office tone.

Much

stress is being placed on the increasing importance of
adequate preparation for general office work.
It is found that the trend is toward tie combination
of some of these courses (shorthand, business correspondence,
and office training).
hurriedly.

These courses must not be prepared

They must not be based on untried theory or

opinion alone.

If they are to function successfully,

experiments and investigations must be made to see how
they work.

The majority of the high schools will want to

know definitely the nature of the course, its length and
placement in the curriculum, the preferred teaching methods
and necessary equipment before they will be willing to
attempt the new courses.

They must know where they are

going and how to proceed before they start.

A survey

should be made and a study of the local needs in order that
the course would best serve those taking it.
It seems that the student's ability to use good English
is one of the strongest points urged.

Some even go so far

as to say to eliminate from the commercial work, students
who are weak in English.

Teachers are urged to pretect

standards in setting a minimum speed, and at the same time

litiW`

A:
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in the
they should require a high degree of proficiency
use of English.

Sentiment is against the English teacher

teaching the commercial English, unless she has had the
ess
same training in commercial and business that the busin
teachers have had.

It is being urged that whoever teaches

EnElish.
business English, must have a thorough knowledge of
It is found that the typewriting teacher teaches all
these subjects in advanced typewriting.

A review of the

correspondence,
requirements in typewriting, shorthand, business
work
and office training will reveal the similarity of the
being done in t'llese classes.

It is found that letter

writing is stressed in the office training classes, in
dictation, in business English, and in typewriting.
All business forms required in the office are
required in typewriting.

The typewriting teachers have

spelling.
to stress proper forms and punctuation as well as
er of
These are stressed by tlwe iqlglish teacher and teach
office practice.

All supervision of transcription is done

by the typewriting teacher.
If a course could be worked out in which all these
the
subjects could be taught as one 2 it would take from
crowded curriculum three courses.

As shown from the

Texas course of study, there are a total of over 10951
units of commercial work now recognized by the State
Department; fourteen years ago there were none.

The

added
curriculum is alfe;,di crow.ded and if others are
the past
during the next fourteen years in proportion to

•

".‘".

•
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fourteen) the curriculum will not only be crowded but
overflowing.

The only solution of the problem, seems to

be in combining some of the courses that are so closely
related.

•
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